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Tailoring content to consumers has become a hallmark of marketing and digital media, particularly as it has
become easier to identify customers across usage or purchase occasions. However, across a wide variety of
contexts, companies find that customers do not consistently identify themselves, leaving a substantial fraction
of anonymous visits. We develop a Bayesian hierarchical model that allows us to probabilistically assign
anonymous sessions to users. These probabilistic assignments take into account a customer's demographic
information, frequency of visitation, activities taken when visiting, and times of arrival. We present two
studies, one with synthetic and one with real data, where we demonstrate improved performance over two
popular practices (nearest-neighbor matching and deleting the anonymous visits) due to increased efficiency
and reduced bias driven by the non-ignorability of which types of events are more likely to be anonymous.
Using our proposed model, we avoid potential bias in understanding the effect of a firm's marketing on its
customers, improve inference about the total number of customers in the dataset,
and provide more precise targeted marketing to both previously observed and unobserved customers.
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ABSTRACT
BAYESIAN MODELING OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR IN THE PRESENCE OF
ANONYMOUS VISITS
Julie Esther Novak
Shane T. Jensen
Eric T. Bradlow
Tailoring content to consumers has become a hallmark of marketing and digital
media, particularly as it has become easier to identify customers across usage or
purchase occasions. However, across a wide variety of contexts, companies find
that customers do not consistently identify themselves, leaving a substantial fraction
of anonymous visits. We develop a Bayesian hierarchical model that allows us to
probabilistically assign anonymous sessions to users. These probabilistic assignments
take into account a customer’s demographic information, frequency of visitation,
activities taken when visiting, and times of arrival. We present two studies, one
with synthetic and one with real data, where we demonstrate improved performance
over two popular practices (nearest-neighbor matching and deleting the anonymous
visits) due to increased efficiency and reduced bias driven by the non-ignorability
of which types of events are more likely to be anonymous. Using our proposed
model, we avoid potential bias in understanding the effect of a firm’s marketing on its
customers, improve inference about the total number of customers in the dataset, and
provide more precise targeted marketing to both previously observed and unobserved
customers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
An important aspect of marketing practice is the targeting of consumers for differential
promotional activity [19] [5]. Recent advancements in digital marketing and loyalty
card programs have expanded companys’ ability to track customers, thus increasing
the popularity of targeted marketing [14] [25]. However, despite the advancements in
tracking technologies, companies still find that a large number of their interactions with
their customers can not be matched to a particular customer and remain “anonymous.”
[9] [6] Marketers have long recognized this problem and have established generous
incentive programs and other strategies to reduce anonymous visits [16]. For example,
online retailers encourage customers to sign up for loyalty programs in order to receive
special promotional emails [24] [8]. Yet, with few exceptions, companies consistently
report that large proportions of visits cannot be tracked back to an existing customer.
There are numerous examples in everyday life where anonymous visits arise. A
daily frequenter of a coffee shop might often pay with her credit card, allowing the
shop to keep track of her purchases over time. This allows the coffee shop to send
her tailored discounts and product offerings to the address associated with the card.
However, some days she may prefer to pay with cash, resulting in a record of her
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purchase that is not tied to her customer ID. Another case where anonymous visits
may occur is when an online customer signs in with a unique user ID while frequenting
a clothing retailer’s website. Although the customer has a user ID, some days she may
browse the website while not logged on, which in turn will cause the clothing retailer
to lose valuable information about this customer’s interests. Many companies ignore
anonymous visits when analyzing customer visits and so information on customer
preferences is seemingly lost.
We should point out that the systems for tracking users, and hence the potential
for the prevalence of anonymous visits, varies across different situations. For example,
in the web example, an identified customer can be tracked through cookies, through
his IP address, or by clicking an ad in an email sent to him. In the coffee shop example,
the identified customer can be tracked through the credit card number. The method
we develop is agnostic about the tracking technology; so long as users make “visits”
and during those visits engage in a number of activities, e.g. purchasing in certain
categories, visiting certain pages, etc, this research can be applied.
When companies compile customers’ behavioral patterns over time to provide
direct marketing, they do not typically attempt to link the anonymous visits to the
other visits. But, there is a lot of potential information in anonymous visits; the
data on anonymous visits still includes the time of visitation, as well as the activities
that the unknown customer engaged in. We propose a Bayesian hierarchical model
that aims to probabilistically assign anonymous visits to customers based on previous
records of users’ behavioral patterns within company databases. This assignment is
based on the time of the visit (relative to the timing of all customer’s observed visits)
as well as the set of activities that the customer engages in during the visit (relative
to the activities that all customers have engaged in).
Using our model, companies can better track the behavior of their customers,
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allowing them to better target those customers during future identified or probabilisti-
cally identified visits. Our approach could, under some circumstances, even be used
to target a customer during an anonymous visit, based on the probabilistic inference
about “who they are.” Our methodology will allow us to deepen our knowledge of
each customer by probabilistically assigning anonymous visits to customers, which
increases the precision of targeted advertising not only to the unidentified customers,
but to the identified ones as well. In addition, our model allows us to account for
the anonymous visits when estimating overall features of a company’s customer base,
and, as we will show, failing to account for anonymous visits can lead to erroneous
inferences about critical business questions like, “how many unique users do I have?”
by erroneously assigning the anonymous visits to either previously seen users or new
ones.
To evaluate the ability of our model to recover the identity of unidentified users,
we present a study with simulated data. We then demonstrate the performance of
our model with real data from a large specialty retailer where the true visits are
known, but we non-ignorably delete visits as a demonstration of how a firm can use
our approach to provide improved direct marketing to customers.
As we will discuss, there is great potential that ignoring anonymous visits, as is
common practice, not only reduces efficiency, but also may cause bias. For example,
customers who tend to make anonymous visits may engage in different activities or be
differentially affected by marketing. When the propensity to remain anonymous is
correlated with the activities that may occur during the visit, the missing information
is non-ignorable [12] for the inferential goals that companies might be interested in.
For example, the company may be interested in knowing how effective their discount
emails are in increasing their customer’s visitation rate to their website. Not using
the anonymous visits can cause bias in their estimate of the effect of marketing,
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potentially leading to the firm sending too many or too few emails. By accounting for
the anonymous visits, we will show that our model will obtain more precise estimates
of the effects of marketing actions on customers than commonly-used alternative
approaches.
Our research can be considered an application of Bayesian missing data methods
in marketing. In particular, our work is closely tied to extant studies which compare
complete-case analysis (i.e., only keep the records with fully observed data) to incom-
plete case methods that impute values using Bayesian data augmentation (as done
here) [23].
Previous works in marketing have used Bayesian data augmentation to handle
partial information. Data augmentation has been used to handle the situation in which
each of the datasets that the authors fuse together contains different demographic
information [2]. It has also been used when the covariate information is only available
in the aggregate [15], and to address the issue of having some outcomes observed at
the individual level and others in the aggregate [3]. Unlike previous work, we will be
using data augmentation to impute identification of unobserved customers based on
their observed behavior and demographics.
The remainder of the dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we present an
exploratory data analysis of the clothing retailer’s data that motivated this thesis.
We describe the data and show the effects of marketing on the customer’s rate of
visitation.
In Chapter 3, Section 1, we first develop a general model for customer visits
that can be applied in many contexts. This model provides the basis to lay out the
likelihood for observing a particular anonymous visit. In Chapter 3, Section 2, we lay
out extensions to the model to accommodate anonymous visits, which we treat as
missing data in our Bayesian approach. In Chapter 3, Section 3, we show how one
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can infer, from just data on visits, how many of the visits come from new, previously
unobserved customers and we explain how to sample covariates for imputed customers
that were not originally in the dataset. In Chapter 4, we describe two alternative
approaches for handling missing data, and give examples of how they are used.
In Chapter 5, we summarize the behavior of modeling approaches under different
hypothetical data scenarios. In Chapter 6, we demonstrate our ability to recover
parameters and infer which user made anonymous visits using synthetic data. We
evaluate our model’s performance as compared to two ‘competitor’ models under three
missingness patterns; when there is a relationship between the propensity to be missing
and the propensity to visit in response to marketing, when there is a relationship
between the propensity to be missing and the effect of marketing on engaging in an
activity, and when there is a relationship between the propensity to be missing and
overall propensity to engage in an activity. As we will see, subtle factors such as the
heterogeneity in the distribution of the propensity to be missing across individuals
will affect the ability of our method to recover parameters.
In Chapter 7, we apply our methodology to a specialty retailer’s dataset. As
the evidence suggests that the marketing’s effect is limited to the rate of arrival, we
compare the methods in the setting where there is a relationship between missingness
and the propensity to visit in response to an email (as in simulated section 6.3). We
then apply our method and the alternative methods on a subsample of the complete
dataset.
In Chapter 8, we conclude with a summary of findings and discuss future research
directions. We discuss the issue of computational efficiency, and propose two ways of
improving computational speed: subsampling and use of the expectation maximixation
(EM) algorithm.
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Chapter 2
Exploratory Data Analysis
2.1 Description of the Data
Our modeling approach was motivated by a transactions dataset provided by a large
specialty clothing retailer. In this dataset, each visit represents a purchase occasion
and activities represent categories from which the customer purchased. There are
24,000 customers with known identification, and they are selected to be in the dataset
because they made a purchase from the retailer within the two year period of recorded
transactions. There is a median of 6 visits (purchases) per customer, with a minimum
of 1 visit and a maximum of 270 visits. A visit may consist of purchases in any/all
of the 21 categories. On average, customers purchase in 2.15 categories in each visit.
Below we provide a table of the frequency of the number of visits taken by identified
customers in order to give the reader a sense of the total number of transactions (times
and purchase history) per customer.
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Table 2.1: Frequency of Number of Visits Taken by Identified Customers
Number of Visits Number of Total Customers
1 7190
2 3958
3 2953
4-5 3790
6-10 4820
11-20 2951
21-30 742
31-100 421
over 100 15
The purchase channel can be either direct or retail, and the categories from which
customers can purchase are accessories, entertainment, holiday, home furnishings,
home textiles, intimate apparel, jewelry, kitchen bar, leather goods, mens accessories,
mens bottoms, mens knit tops, mens shoes, mens wovens, misc, home accessories,
womens bottoms, womens knit tops, womens other, womens shoes, and womens woven
tops.
Below we provide a figure of the percentage of purchases from each category out
of the total transactions in the dataset.
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Figure 2.1: Percentages of Purchases from Each Category
A bar plot of the percentage of purchases coming from each category out of the 158,911
transactions in the dataset. We have combined the remaining 12 cagetories into one category
called “other”.
We see that women’s knit tops is the most popular category. Out of the 158,911
total visits in the clothing retailer’s dataset, there were 51,826 visits that included
a purchase from this category. In addition, there were 25,809 visits that included a
purchase from the accessories category, and 16,271 visits that included a purchase
from the entertainment category.
Customer characteristics include age, gender, whether the customer has a wishlist,
and distance from nearest store to place of residence. Of the known customers, the
mean age is 38 and the median age is 34 years old. 85% of the customers are women,
and 15% are men. 20% of customers have a wishlist, and 80% do not.
Anonymous transactions exist in this clothing retailer’s dataset. There are a total
of 24,000 customers with known identification numbers making anywhere from 1 to 50
visits, and 2,100 anonymous visits. In other words, if we assume that each anonymous
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visit comes from a unique (or different) customer, there could be up to 9 percent of
their customers that always remain anonymous when visiting.
2.2 Marketing Actions
The marketing actions in this application are emails sent to customers. This application
contained a variety of different kinds of emails: “new arrivals” emails, promotional
emails for specific categories, discount emails (either for particular categories and for
the entire store), and new clothing promotional emails for each season. In addition,
there were purchase confirmation receipt emails and return of item emails. Table 2.2
gives a sample of emails that customers received.
Table 2.2: Examples of Customer Emails
Email ID Email Offer Name
208751 February 2012-02 Catalog
235421 Wednesday Free Shipping Ends
245651 New to Sale
285411 Must Have Shoes
270001 Women’s Holiday Preview
Since some of these emails should not be considered marketing actions, we only
focused on discount emails in our application.
To estimate an effect of marketing action, we define an ‘email visit’ to be one that
occurred within one week of receiving an email, and a ‘non-email visit’ to be one
that occurred without receiving an email in the week prior to visitation. Previous
marketing literature has shown that the effect of an email typically lasts approximately
one week [26]. We focus our analysis on customers in the dataset who have at least
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two ‘email’ and two ‘non-email’ visits.
Since there were many categories of purchase for each visit, we expect the marketing
action to affect arrival rates, but not necessarily the propensity to purchase in one
of the specific categories. As expected, the ‘sale’ emails did not have an effect on
purchasing in one type of category, however they had a strong effect on visitation rate.
In Figure 2.2, we examine the empirical effect of email on arrival rate. In this
figure, we plot the ratio of the rate of arrival in periods when emails are in effect
versus the rate of arrival in periods when emails are not in effect for each customer in
our subsampled dataset. We compute the rate of arrival in periods when emails are
in effect to be the total number of ‘email visits’ out of the total number of periods
in the dataset when emails are in effect. Similarly, the rate of arrivals when emails
are not in effect is the total number of ‘non-email visits’ out of the total number of
periods in the dataset when emails are not in effect. The horizontal line at Ratio=1 is
the point at which the two rates are equal. The customers with points below the line
arrive more frequently without emails, and the customers with points above the line
arrive more frequently when they receive emails.
Most customers in the dataset arrive faster when an email is in effect than when it
is not. Performing a binomial test with the null hypothesis being that the rates with
and without emails are equal, we obtain a p-value < 0.001 that the customers arrive
as frequently with emails as without them.
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Figure 2.2: Visitation Rates with Emails Versus without Emails
For each customer, we plot the ratio of the number of visits when email was in effect divided
by total time email was in effect to the number of visits when email was not in effect divided
by the total time emails was not in effect. We add a horizontal line at Ratio=1 to indicate
the point at which the rate of arrival when email is in effect is equal to the rate of arrival
when email is not in effect. The customers with points below the line arrive more frequently
without emails, and the customers with points above the line arrive more frequently when
they receive emails.
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As we see in this company’s dataset, the marketing action they send to their
customers affects the visitation rate of those customers. In addition, as we have shown
in the previous section, this retailer has a lot of transactions made by unidentified
clients. It would benefit the company to take advantage of this ‘missing’ data to
obtain a more accurate understanding of the effects of their emails.
12
Chapter 3
Bayesian Hierarchical Model
3.1 General Model for Customer Visits
We begin by characterizing customer “visits” with a very general data structure like
the one shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: A Typical Data Table with Anonymous Visits
We provide an example of a typical incomplete data table below. When a customer is
identified with a User ID, we have their time stamp, their ID number, whether or not they
participated in the activities, and their covariate information. When a customer is not
identified, we still have their time stamp and which activities they participated in; however,
we no longer have their covariate information or their User ID.
Time User ID Shoes Pants Age Gender
j Uj yj1 yj2 Zj1 Zj2
2010-01-01 12:46:49 16 1 0 34 0
2010-01-01 12:50:47 19 1 1 17 1
2010-01-01 13:20:54 3 0 0 19 0
2010-01-01 13:24:24 ? 1 0 ? ?
2010-01-01 13:25:00 27 0 1 45 1
2010-01-01 13:26:07 5 1 1 20 1
2010-01-01 14:10:09 16 1 0 34 0
2010-01-01 15:12:00 12 0 0 12 0
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Let j index a set of observed customer visits, where there are n visits in total, so
j = 1, . . . , n. At each visit we observe a set of discrete variables yj1, . . . , yjM indicating
which activities the user engaged in during that visit, and Uj ∈ {1, . . . , I}, which
indicates the user that made visit j where there are up to I potential unique visitors
who could have visited the website.
Note that this is a very general data structure that could apply to users visiting
websites, and engaging with certain features of the site, or video service subscribers
watching certain movies during a session. In our retailer example, yj1, . . . , yjM denotes
the categories from which the customer purchased, such as women’s shoes, housewares,
etc. where yjm takes the values 0 or 1, indicating whether or not the customer
purchased from category m. In other applications, yjm could be ordinal counts or
continuous, and in that case, we would substitute an appropriate link function.
We model the observed vector yj of indicators for the activities that the customer
engaged in during the visit using a multivariate probit regression model [18] [1],
yjm =

1 if y?jm > 0,
0 otherwise.
(3.1)
where y?jm is customer Uj ’s latent underlying utility to engage in activity m on visit j.
Using a multivariate hierarchical framework, we model y?j = (y
?
j1, . . . , y
?
jM) as
y?jm = νUj ,m + β
T
Uj ,m
X jm + ejm (3.2)
and
ej ∼ N(0,Σ) (3.3)
where X jm are the visit-specific marketing actions for that visit across each of the M
activities. More specifically, X jm is a length Px vector (where Px is the total number of
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different marketing actions the firm can potentially take) for each of the M activities.
For example, if there was a sale on shoes during visit j, X jm for the activity, which in
our case is the purchase of shoes, would take the value 1 where there was a sale and 0
otherwise. The βUj ,m are the user Uj specific coefficients corresponding to activity m.
Modeling y?jm in such a manner allows for a full correlation structure, Σ, among all
the activities (as was done in [13]) to accommodate the possibility that some activities
tend to occur together, e.g., purchasing women’s tops and women’s skirts.
The user specific coefficients consist of M individual level intercepts, νUj ,m, which
characterize individual Uj’s overall propensity to engage in activity m, and M × Px
individual-level coefficients, βUj , which characterize each customer’s response to visit-
specific marketing actions, p = 1, . . . , Px. For example, the underlying propensity
for user Uj to purchase shoes, without any form of enticement taken by the store,
is νUj ,shoes. If the store sends this user an advertisement, her underlying utility for
purchasing these shoes would increase by βUj ,shoes,ad.
Note that in Table 3.1 we also observe a time stamp for each visit. To model rate
of visitation, we let aUj ,tj denote the waiting time between the tj − 1th visit and the
tthj visit by user Uj. While j indexes the visits among all the users in the dataset, tj
are the visits that correspond to a specific user Uj. We assume that the inter-arrival
times follow a heterogeneous covariate-driven exponential distribution given by
aUj ,tj ∼ Exponential (λUj ,tj) (3.4)
The arrival rate λUj ,tj is comprised of two components: (i) ωUj ,0, a baseline arrival
rate for each customer (independent of time), reflecting heterogeneity in visiting
propensities and (ii) a person-specific covariate vector HUj ,tj reflecting marketing
actions taken by the firm that may affect visitation rates.
15
log λUj ,tj = ωUj ,0 +ωUj ,1HUj ,tj (3.5)
Note that HUj ,tj may be the same as X jm, if there is a marketing action that
affects the rate and activities simultaneously. Let ωUj ,1 be an PH-dimensional vector
of regression coefficients corresponding to the PH marketing actions, HUj ,tj . We now
develop the rate of arrival part of the likelihood. For simplicity of exposition, we will
focus on one marketing action (PH = 1). User Uj visits the website at a constant
underlying baseline rate ωUj ,0. Upon receiving a marketing action, the customer’s
underlying visitation rate immediately changes to ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1HUj ,tj , and continues at
this rate for a certain interval of time (during which this effect lasts). Once this time
interval is over, the user’s rate of visitation drops back to their baseline, ωUj ,0. While
one could choose to model the effect length differently (e.g., exponential decay), our
straightforward approach is suitable for the purpose of accounting for the marketing
action when we make our anonymous visit imputation.
In Figure 3.1, we give an example of a customer Uj ’s arrivals and marketing action
effects over a fixed period of time, T . For this example, we can construct the likelihood
LλUj for the sequence of arrivals, by taking a product over all the consecutive periods
between the start of the dataset and time T .
LλUj = (ωUj ,0 exp[−ωUj ,0t0])× (1− exp[−ωUj ,0t1])× (1− exp[−(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)t2])
× (ωUj ,0 exp[−ωUj ,0t3])× (1− exp[−ωUj ,0t4])
× ([ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1] exp[−[ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1]t5])
× (1− exp[−(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)t6])× (1− exp[−ωUj ,0t7]) (3.6)
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Figure 3.1: An Example of A Customer’s Rates of Arrival
We split each customer’s lifespan in the dataset into a series of periods. These periods
can start and end with any of the following: a start of a marketing action, an end of a
marketing action, and a visit. We take the product of the likelihood for all such events for
each customer, and obtain the arrival likelihood.
To formulate the construction of the likelihood in the general case, we must segment
time into intervals, considering all possible ‘start’ and ‘end’ events: a visit, a start to
an effect of marketing action, and an end to an effect of marketing action, as shown
in Table 3.2.
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End: MA End: End of MA End: Visit
Start:
MA
DNE 1-exp[−(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)tj ]
(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)×
exp[−(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)tj ]
Start: End
of MA
1-exp[−ωUj ,0tj ] DNE ωUj ,0 exp[−ωUj ,0tj ]
Start:
Visit
1− exp[−ωUj ,0tj ]1− exp[−(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)tj ]
ωUj ,0 exp[−ωUj ,0tj ],
if not within MA effect
(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)×
exp[−(ωUj ,0 + ωUj ,1)tj ],
if within MA effect
Table 3.2: Parts of the Likelihood for the Rates of Arrival Across Customers
In this table, MA is an abbreviation for a marketing action. Without receiving a marketing
action, customer i has an underlying rate of arrival of ωi,0. However, upon receiving a
marketing action, customer i’s rate increases to ωi,0 + ωi,1 for a fixed length of time.
We now explain the two “DNE”s in Table 3.2. Suppose an email has an effect that
lasts one week, and suppose a customer received an email on Thursday and another
one the following Monday. This customer will have an accelerated rate of arrival from
Thursday until the Monday ten days later. For these overlapping marketing actions
(that come prior to the end of the effect of the previous marketing actions), we remove
all of the intermediate events except for the first marketing action. There may be a
cumulative effect of receiving multiple emails, but for the purpose of accounting for
the marketing action when we make our anonymous visit imputation, we choose to
ignore these and assume a fixed effect. Likewise for overlapping marketing expiration
events, we remove all intermediate events except for the last marketing expiration.
That way, we eliminate the possibility of starting and ending with a marketing action,
or starting and ending with an “end of marketing action”.
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With the likelihood for activities defined in equations 3.1-3.3, and the likelihood
for arrivals defined in equations 3.4-3.6, we can now write the complete likelihood
function for customer visits is given by equation 3.7. Note that arrival times are
censored given that no arrivals are observed after a terminal time point T .
P (y, A, U |β, ν,Σ, y?) =
n∏
j=1
I∏
Uj=1
[(
∫
GUj,M
. . .
∫
GUj,1
ΦM{y?j|νUj + βTUjXj ,Σ}dy?j)LλUj ]
I(Uj)
(3.7)
We now address the main question of interest: how to account for the anonymous
visits in the model. Uj = i represents the user ID for visit j which is known. When Uj
is unknown, it can be any of the i = 1, . . . I potential unique users in the dataset. We
define a missing data indicator Vj = 1 if the user for visit j is unknown, and 0 otherwise
and let δi be the probability that user i will be anonymous, i.e. the probability that
Vj=1 conditional on Uj = i. Our goal is to simultaneously estimate both the missing
Uj and the parameters of the model using a Bayesian data augmentation approach
[23].
In a Bayesian approach, we must first specify priors on the individual-level param-
eters θTi = (ν i,βi , ωi0,ωi,1) as a function of both user-specific demographic covariates
Z i = (Zi1, Zi2, . . . , ZiS) and population-level regression coefficients, Γ, where S indi-
cates the total number of user-specific covariates for each user i. For example, in
a retail setting as described here, the user-specific demographic vector Z i could be
that a customer is a female, her age is 27, and she does not have a loyalty card for
the website, and Γage,ν shoes would indicate the population-level baseline propensity
to purchase shoes for a given age. Given this structure we model each customer’s
parameter vector, θi, with a hierarchical multivariate regression.
To allow for the possibility that these user specific parameters θi (including
missingness rate δi) could be correlated with each other, we specify a hierarchical
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multivariate regression model as follows
θi =

ν i
β i
ωi0
ω i1
logit δi

∼MVN(ΓZi,Ω) (3.8)
Note that the dimension of the θi vector is M+Px×M+(1+PH)+1. This is because
ν i is M × 1, β i is Px ×M , wi,1 is PH × 1, and ωi0 and logit δi are scalars. Z i is an
S×1 vector of user specific demographics (such as age and gender), Γ is the regression
coefficient matrix that describes how these demographics relate to activity preferences,
arrival rates, and marketing responses, and Ω is the covariance matrix that characterizes
heterogeneity across customers. Γ consists of [M+Px×M+(1+PH)+1]×S regression
coefficients, thereby allowing all S individual specific demographics to affect the value
of the θi’s of that individual.
Returning to the issue of missing user IDs, let U obs be the subset of U when Vj = 0,
and let Umis be the subset of U when Vj = 1. We will infer the U
mis with a Bayesian
approach where we estimate the joint posterior distribution of Umis simultaneously
with the model parameters as given in equation 3.9.
P (θ, Z,Σ, Umis |Y,A,B,C, U obs) ∝
n∏
j=1
I∏
i=1
[(
∫
GUj,M
. . .
∫
GUj,1
ΦM{y?j|νUj + βTUjXj ,Σ}dy?j)
× LλUj × δ
(Vj=0)
Uj
(1− δUj)(Vj=1)]I(Uj=i)P (θ, Z,Σ)
(3.9)
By accounting for anonymous visits, we will avoid potential bias in the estimate of
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the effect of a marketing action on visitation, the estimate of the underlying propensity
for customers to partake in specific activities, and in the estimate of the effect of a
marketing action on the propensity to undertake an activity. In addition, it will allow
us to make inference about the total number of customers in the dataset. Finally, the
company can now provide more precise targeted marketing to both previously observed
and unobserved customers, using a much richer knowledge about their preferences
and potential interests.
3.2 Estimation via Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sam-
pling
Our approach relies on Bayesian missing data methods [12]. The key idea is that
any missing data (such as the anonymous visits in our application) can be treated in
precisely the same fashion as model parameters. In particular, if U is the “complete”
set of U ’s composed of observed and missing components, U = (Umis,U obs), and γ are
the remaining model parameters, then Umis can be integrated out of the posterior as
follows [21]:
p(γ |U obs) ∝ p(U obs|γ)p(γ)
=
∫
p(U obs, Umis|γ)p(γ)dUmis (3.10)
In the Bayesian MCMC framework, this integration is accomplished by drawing
the missing U ’s at each iteration of the sampler conditional on the parameters [22].
We impose conjugate multivariate normal and inverse Wishart prior distributions on
the global model parameters, Γ,Ω, and Σ [4]. We use multiple Metropolis-Hastings
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steps [11] when sampling θ, since this is sampled from a non-standard distribution.
We first sample (ν i,β i) from a conjugate multivariate normal distribution, holding
the remainder of the parameters fixed, and then we sample each of the ω and logit δ
parameters separately using a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, holding the remainder
of the parameters fixed. To illustrate how inference is made about Umisj , we go through
the details of sampling a customer for an unassigned visit. Please see Appendix A:
Gibbs Sampler for details for the remainder of our Gibbs Sampling algorithm. We
will discuss sampling Z , covariates, when missing, at the end of this section.
We sample a specific user for each missing Uj from a multinomial distribution
where the probability of visit j being made by user i is:
P (Umisj = k|Y ,θ,Σ, y?) = (3.11)
(
∫
GkM
. . .
∫
Gk1
ΦM{y?j|νUj ,k + βTUj ,kXjk ,Σ}dy?j)LλUk δ
(Vj=1)
k (1− δk)(Vj=0)∑I
i=1(
∫
GiM
. . .
∫
Gi1
ΦM{y?j|νUj ,i + βTUj ,iXji ,Σ}dy?j)LλUiδ
(Vj=1)
i (1− δi)(Vj=0)
where i = 1, . . . , I are the total potential users that could be assigned to an anonymous
visit. In this way, we can draw the customer who has a high probability of making
the anonymous visit based on the time of arrival, their demographic information, and
the targeted advertisements they received.
Then, once Umisj is sampled, the Gibbs sampler proceeds, sampling the other
parameters from their full conditionals. The procedure continues iteratively sampling
Umisj alternately with the parameters. In this way, we simultaneously obtain draws
from the posterior of Umisj and the model parameters. Thus we can incorporate the
anonymous visits in our model estimation in a way that utilizes all the information
from both observed and anonymous visits.
We demonstrate how the imputation method works (compared to the nearest-
neighbor and case-deletion methods) by going through a detailed example. Referring
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back to the anonymous visit in the fourth row of Table 3.1, we are looking to impute
which customer made that visit. We do not know the customer identification or the
demographic information for the anonymous visit. However, we do know that the
customer arrived at 2010-01-01 at 13:24:24, and that the customer purchased shoes
but did not purchase pants. We see that customer 16 visited twice, and in both of
their visits, they purchased shoes but did not purchase pants, as did the anonymous
visitor. In addition, this customer visits more frequently than everyone else, making
it even more likely that he/she was the anonymous visitor. The remainder of the
customers had different behavior when on the website. Both customers 3 and 12 did
not purchase in either category, customer 27 purchased pants but not shoes, whereas
customers 19 and 5 purchased from both categories.
Our method estimates the probability that each customer made a particular
anonymous visit. In this example, customer 16 would have the highest probability of
making the anonymous visit according to equation 3.11. The sampler draws a new
assignment at each iteration of the sampler resulting in a posterior distribution for
the missing Uj.
In contrast to our method, the two alternative methods make a single assignment
for the anonymous visit prior to any parameter estimation. The case-deletion method
simply eliminates the entire anonymous visit from the dataset. The nearest-neighbor
method assigns a previously observed customer to the anonymous visit by deterministi-
cally selecting the customer with the most similar observed activities. In this example,
nearest-neighbor would assign customer 16 and not consider the possibility that a
different user may have made the visit. This assignment will remain fixed, and the
parameters would be estimated using standard approaches. To facilitate comparisons
between these alternative approaches, in our example we estimate the proposed model
using our same MCMC implementation but without the anonymous imputation step.
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3.3 Allowing for Completely Unknown Users
To better gauge their presence in the global marketplace, firms need to be able to
determine how many unique customers visit a firm’s store, be it digital or otherwise.
Given the impact that targeted advertising can have on a firm’s bottom line, it is
important for companies to distinguish between new and repeat customers in measuring
customer lifetime value, churn rate, and company value.
We create R potential “new” customers, who can potentially be assigned to the
R anonymous visits. We can then use the sampler to estimate the number of these
“new” customers, who are assigned to a visit, as our estimate of the total number of
unique customers. Let L be the true number of unique customers. This can be no
more than the number of observed customers, Q, plus the total number of anonymous
visits in the dataset, R.
In each iteration of the sampler, for every customer for whom there are no assigned
visits, we will sample his parameter vector, θi, from the population prior distribution,
which is updated given the current observed data (i.e. the θi’s of all the customers who
were assigned to a visit in the current iteration). If a customer is currently unassigned
to any visit in the dataset, we do not have any observed data about him, and therefore
we must sample θi from the prior p(θi).
For example, suppose that at iteration r, d = 1, . . . , D out of the R total potential
“new” users have not been assigned any visits. For each of those D users at this
iteration, sample θTd = (νd,βd, ωd,0,ωd,1, logit (δd)) from the prior.
It is important that the θd vector not be held fixed at the same values as in the
previous iteration for two reasons. First, the parameters from which the individual
level propensity vector is sampled change from iteration to iteration. This causes
the global mean and variance structure to change. Second, by resampling θd, we
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allow these users to be recycled. A customer for whom there are no assigned visits
lacks the ‘right’ individual-level parameters to be assigned to any of the visits. By
redrawing new users parameters from the prior, we may eventually create a customer
that would be best suited for a visit, which in turn improves parameter estimation
for the remainder of the model parameters. If an anonymous visit is assigned to a
previously unassigned customer, then we update and include his parameter vector
among the set of current users.
When assigning anonymous visits to previously unobserved users, we note that
these unobserved users have missing demographic information that can actually be
inferred from the customer’s behavior on the visit. That is, in the same way we
probabilistically assign the user ID, we can probabilistically assign a demographic
profile to new users. Estimating their user-specific characteristics may in some cases
provide the company with a more accurate assessment of the demographics of their
customer base, helping them optimize their assortment of products, target advertising,
etc. At an iteration of the sampler, if one of the R total potential customers in the
sampler is not assigned to any visit, we can estimate his or her covariate vector Z i. In
fact, we must do that, as we will need to condition on Z i in the remaining steps of the
sampler. We take advantage of the relationship θi ∼ N(ΓZ i,Ω) from our model. In
the sampler, we drew Γ using a Bayesian regression, as a function of the parameters
Z i, θi, and Ω.
Following the usual approach to missing regressors, when sampling Z i, we can
use the usual draws for a multivariate regression by treating the matrix Γ as the
regressors, and the Z i as the parameter vector, switching what we considered the
covariates and regression coefficients. We sample Z i for each currently unassigned
customer at iteration k as follows:
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Z i|Ω, U,Γ, θi ∼MVN(Zˆ ?,VZ? ) (3.12)
where Zˆ ? = (Γ
TΩ−1Γ +P0)−1(ΓTΩ−1θi+P0ξ0) and VZ? = (Γ
TΩ−1Γ +P0)−1 and where
P0 and ξ0 are the prior parameters.
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Chapter 4
Approaches to Missing Data
We will go through two alternative approaches that companies may use to handle
missing customer IDs.
1. Case-Deletion
2. Nearest-Neighbor Matching
These alternative approaches can be classified into two types: complete-case analysis
(approach 1) and imputation methods (approach 2). Imputation methods are ways of
filling in missing variables. Approach 2 uses single imputation, which imputes one
value for each missing variable. We lay out and explain each alternative modeling
strategy in detail here. We also provide examples of uses for these strategies, and
discuss their advantages and disadvantages. We will then use these methods as
“benchmark” models in Chapters 6 and 7. They will be used for model comparison in
both the simulation evaluation and real data analysis. After the model comparison,
we discuss the settings under which it may be preferable to use one of these methods
instead of our proposed approach.
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4.1 Case-Deletion Method
The most straightforward method one can use to analyze missing data is complete-case
analysis, which we refer to as ‘case-deletion.’ This method restricts the analysis to only
the cases (or rows of data) in which there are no missing data, and deletes the rest.
For the particular problem of anonymous visits, this means deleting the observations
where the user ID is unknown.
The advantage of using complete-case analysis is that it is straightforward. We can
use standard statistical methodology without any alterations to take the missing data
into account. However, as we demonstrate in later chapters, a major disadvantage
of deleting the missing visits can arise when missing data are non-ignorable. In
other words, the missingness pattern may depend on the data in a way that affects
inference [20]. This can lead to loss of precision and bias in parameter estimates,
as the complete-cases may not be a representative sample of all possible data [12]
[7]. Case-deletion would work well in the setting where the missing data add no
additional information to the complete-cases. This is more likely to be the case when
the proportion of cases that are missing is very small.
4.2 Nearest-Neighbor Matching
One imputation method that can be used to analyze data with anonymous visits
is nearest-neighbor matching, which matches anonymous units to the closest non-
anonymous unit based on observed variables [10]. In the case of anonymous visits,
this means matching anonymous visits to known customers based on the activities
undertaken in the anonymous visits and the activities that the known customer
typically undertakes.
In order to match anonymous visits to the “closest” observed customers, one must
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first define a distance metric, d. Let the M measures corresponding to unit j to be
yj,1, . . . , yj,M . In our current application the measures will correspond to the categories
that a customer purchased from. One example of a distance metric is the minimum
deviation,
d(j, k) = min
M
|yj,M − yk,M | (4.1)
Another example of a possible distance metric is the Mahalanobis distance,
d(j, k) = (yj − yk)TS−1yy (yj − yk) (4.2)
where Syy is an estimate of the covariance matrix of yj. Incorporating the covariance
matrix means that categories which have high variability will carry less weight when
finding potential candidates. For example, if an anonymous user has similar behavior
to a known user in several categories but differs in one with high variance, that known
user will still be a good candidate for a possible match.
In the analysis below, we will be using the Mahalanobis distance metric in our
transactional data setting. In equation 4.2 above, yj would be the set of M activities
corresponding to visit j (an anonymous customer visit) in our transactional dataset.
yk would be the set of M activities corresponding to visit k (a known customer visit)
in the dataset. We match all the anonymous visits to known customer visits with
the most similar set of activities undertaken, where we define the most similar set of
activities to be the ones with the smallest Mahalanobis distance between them.
More specifically, since known customers may have multiple observed visits, we
select a customer for a match when their average Mahalanobis distance across all their
visits is smallest. This would be the customer whose behavior is most consistent with
the anonymous visit. For example, if a customer who is being considered for a match
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has 10 observed visits, we would first compute the Mahalanobis distance between each
of these observed visits and the anonymous visit. We would then take the average of
these 10 distances, and use that average distance when considering this customer for
the match.
We allow a known customer to be matched with as many anonymous visits as the
algorithm chooses, and an anonymous visit can only be matched to a known customer.
The method assigns matches deterministically.
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Chapter 5
Summary for Behavior of Modeling
Approaches under Different Data
Settings
The goal of the simulations we present in Chapter 6 is to illustrate where the proposed
method performs well relative to our benchmarks. We consider different settings,
where we vary the total amount of missingness, the heterogeneity in distribution of
missingness across customers, and the correlation between missingness and a parameter
of the model that a company would be interested in. In this section, we first describe
some general hypotheses about when the proposed method will work well.
When there is no relationship between the missingness process and the other model
parameters (and the missing visits are ignorable), our method will correctly recover all
the model parameters. Whether missingness is correlated with the effect of marketing
on engaging in an activity, the propensity to engage in an activity, or with the effect of
marketing on visitation, our method recovers this effect when the heterogeneity in the
propensity to be missing is low. However, if in one of the three missingness settings
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above the heterogeneity in the propensity to be missing is high, it will be more difficult
for our method to recover the effect, and without enough individual-level data for
certain people it will not be able to do so. Suppose that we are in the setting where the
propensity to be missing is correlated with the effect of marketing on visitation and
the heterogeneity in missingness is high. In this setting, suppose that customers whose
rate increases upon receiving the marketing do not sign-in when they visit (due to the
correlation). We would only obtain information about the customers who do not have
an effect (since they are the only ones that sign-in). However, there would be a subset
of the customer base for whom we would have barely any information, and these would
be the customers with the high effect of the marketing action. Therefore, there would
not be sufficient information in the visits with user IDs about the variation across the
different types of customers. And so in this setting our method would underestimate
the effect of marketing on visitation.
The case-deletion method will over or underestimate the effect of marketing
action depending on the correlation structure between missingness and the parameter
of interest. More specifically, if the correlation is positive, then case-deletion will
underestimate the marketing effect (and vice versa). In the setting with a positive
correlation, a larger proportion of anonymous visits come from customers who have
a high effect of the marketing action, while more of the known visits come from
customers with a smaller effect. Therefore, a larger proportion of data that is left
comes from customers with a smaller effect, resulting in an underestimate of the effect
of the marketing action.
The nearest-neighbor method will also over or underestimate the effect of marketing
action depending on the distribution of marketing actions across customers. This
method matches anonymous visits to previously identified customers based on their
observed activities, not taking into account whether or not they received marketing
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actions or the customer’s typical arrival rate. So, this method will over or underestimate
the effect based on the proportion of marketing action to non-marketing action visits
that will result from the matching. For example, suppose five anonymous visits were
matched to a known customer. During those five arrival weeks, the known customer
had never obtained a marketing action. This would make it appear as though this
customer visited more frequently during non-marketing action weeks, making the
marketing action appear less effective.
In summary, there are several data scenarios under which our method would
perform better than the other approaches in parameter recovery. Firstly, a correlation
between missingness and the parameter we are interested in estimating would actually
help our method recover the parameter, since this correlation would provide more
distinguishing information about customers than in the no correlation setting. However,
this correlation implies that the anonymous visits are not missing at random, which
will negatively impact parameter recovery of the alternative methods. The second
setting under which our method performs better is when there is low heterogeneity in
the underlying distribution of missingness across individuals (and again a correlation).
In the low heterogeneity setting, we would have partial data across a large proportion
of the customer-base, providing us with information across all ‘types’ of customers
(with high and low effects). Since there is still a correlation here, the missing visits
would have a pattern, and so the alternative methods would again perform worse.
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Chapter 6
Synthetic Data Evaluation
In the first set of synthetic data studies, we generate datasets in which missingness
(δi) is correlated with the propensity to visit in response to a marketing action (ωi1).
For example, suppose a firm sends promotional emails to their customer base. The
customers may click on the email, see that there is a huge sale going on now, and visit
the website or store to make a purchase. In our first set of simulations, we assume
that those customers who visit more frequently as a result of promotions are also the
customers who tend not to sign in when visiting. We show that when there is a low
heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness, our method does best in recovering
the correlated parameter which governs the population-level propensity to visit in
response to marketing.
In the second set of synthetic data studies, we focus on simulated datasets in which
missingness (δi) is correlated with the effect of a marketing action on the propensity
to engage in an activity (βim). That is, the propensity for the customers to react
positively to marketing by engaging in activity m is particularly high among those
who tend not to sign in when they visit. We show that our method does best in
recovering the correlated parameter which governs the population-level propensity to
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engage in activity m in response to marketing.
In the third set of synthetic data studies, we generate datasets in which customers
propensity to be missing (δi) is correlated with the underlying propensity to undertake
an activity (νim). So, for example, customers who purchase pants more often might
be more likely to remain anonymous. In this scenario, we will show that ignoring the
anonymous visits leads to incorrect inference about how many customers are interested
in the activity. If a firm is looking to stock a quantity of pants for the next month, for
example, they may misgauge the population-level propensity to buy pants using all of
the data they have appropriately.
6.1 Correlation between Missingness and Propen-
sity to Visit in Response to Marketing
We begin by comparing models in the setting where missingness (δi) is correlated with
the propensity to visit in response to receiving a firm’s marketing (ωi1).
We chose a large number of activities and one marketing action to stay consistent
with the clothing retailer’s dataset. The large number of activities also improves
inference about which customers made the anonymous visit since customers can have
a wide variety of preferred activities. We generated data with an average of 15 visits
per customer, spanning a range of anywhere from 8 to 22 visits per customer. There
are a total of 25 activities that a customer can undertake during a visit, and one
marketing action that the firm can send to its customers. The times when the firms
sends the marketing differs across customers. The frequency with which the firm
sends it differs across customers as well. Customers visit on average every second
week without marketing and four times per week with marketing.
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Case 1 (baseline) Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Total Amount of 45% 45% 45% 30%
Missingness
Heter. Missingness
across Individuals
moderate mod. high mod.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
10
20
30
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
Correlation (missingness,
visit) (δi, ωi1)
0.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
True value (ΓMP+M+2,1) 3.83 3.83 3.83 3.83
Visit Prop., 3.86 3.67 3.41 3.73
our method (ΓˆMP+M+2,1) (3.55,4.12) (3.44,3.93) (3.19,3.65) (3.52,4.04)
0% 4% 11% 2%
Visit Prop., 3.96 3.51 3.52 3.84
case deletion (3.69,4.23) (3.19,3.81) (3.18,3.82) (3.52,4.12)
(ΓˆMP+M+2,1) 3% 8% 8% 0%
Visit Prop., 3.75 3.56 3.37 3.63
nearest neighbor (3.53,3.98) (3.30,3.82) (3.11,3.65) (3.42,3.84)
(ΓˆMP+M+2,1) 2% 7% 12% 5%
Table 6.1: Model Comparison in the Setting Where Missingness is Correlated
with the Propensity to Visit in Response to a Marketing Action
Recovery of the parameter which governs the population-level propensity to visit in response
to a marketing action (ΓMP+M+2,1) in the setting where missingness (δi) is potentially
correlated with the individual-level propensity to visit in response to a marketing action
(ωi1). Gray indicates that the true parameter was covered by the posterior interval. The
last row in each cell indicates the percent bias.
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6.1.1 Parameter Recovery
We present parameter recovery results across four data settings in Table 6.1. We
consider Case 1 the “baseline case”, in which there is no correlation between the
propensity to be missing and an effect of marketing on visitation. In addition, 45
percent of the visits are anonymous and there is moderate heterogeneity in the
distribution of the propensity to be missing across individuals.
In Case 2, we increase the correlation between the propensity to be anonymous
and the propensity to visit in response to marketing to 0.9, leaving the remainder
of the settings the same as in Case 1. In a firm’s real dataset, the correlation may
be less extreme, but the pattern of results are likely to be robust to large values of
the correlation. In Case 3, we keep the correlation and total amount of missingness
the same as in Case 2, but we change the heterogeneity of the distribution of the
propensity to be anonymous from moderate to high. In Case 4, we keep the correlation
and the distribution of the propensity to be anonymous the same as in Case 2; however,
we reduce the total amount of missingness in the dataset to 30 percent.
We begin by presenting the results for our method in the row called “Visit Prop.,
our method”. The table shows estimates under each method of the population-level
effect of marketing on visit propensity, which can be compared to the true value in
the first row. Our method can recover the parameter under most settings. In Case
1, when there is no correlation between the propensity to be missing and the effect
of marketing on visitation, our method obtains an unbiased estimate of the effect,
3.86 (versus the truth of 3.83). Our method obtains coverage of the remaining model
parameters as well. In Cases 2 and 4, when there is a correlation and a moderate
heterogeneity of missingness across individuals, our method still obtains coverage of
the effect. It slightly underestimates it, with estimates of 3.67 and 3.73. However, in
Case 3, when the heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness across individuals
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is extreme, our method is no longer able to obtain coverage of the true value. In
this case, the anonymous visits come from customers for whom marketing is highly
effective and the known visits correspond to customers less affected by marketing.
Our method is not able to recover the effect in this setting, as it does not have enough
information on customers who visit more frequently in response to the marketing. It
obtains an estimate of 3.41 in Case 3. This suggests that for firms who would want to
use our method, it would make sense to do so if they believe that the heterogeneity in
the distribution of missingness across their customers is moderate.
In the next row of Table 6.1, we present the recovery of population-level marketing
effect (ΓMP+M+2,1) for the case-deletion method. In Case 1, when there is no correlation
between the effect of marketing and the propensity to be missing, the structure of
the anonymous visits is the same as the structure of the identified visits. Ignoring
the anonymous visits in this setting, as case-deletion does, does not have an effect on
the parameter estimate. The case-deletion method is able to obtain coverage of the
parameter, with an estimate of 3.96. However, when the synthetic data correlates
missingness with the effect of marketing, case-deletion is no longer able to recovery the
true parameter value. In both Cases 2 and 3, the case-deletion method underestimates
the effect, obtaining estimates of 3.51 and 3.52, respectively. In addition, the intervals
are 27 and 39 percent wider here, respectively, than in our method due to the smaller
amount of data used. In both of these cases, the visits with a high effect are anonymous,
and case-deletion deletes them, resulting in underestimation of the effect. In Case 4,
there is less total missingness, and in this setting case-deletion has enough information
in the known visits to recover the parameter, with an unbiased estimate of 3.84. Even
though there is a high correlation in Case 4, there are enough observed visits per
customer for the case-deletion method to recover the effect.
In the final row of the table, we present the results for the nearest-neighbor method.
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This method matches people based on observed activities, not taking into account
marketing actions or rate of visitation. The method is unable to recover the effect
when there is a large total percent missingness and a correlation between missingness
and the propensity to visit in response to marketing. It underestimates the effect in
both of these cases, obtaining estimates of 3.56 and 3.37 in Cases 2 and 3, respectively.
Given the way that this particular dataset was generated, the anonymous visits that
were matched to previously observed customers were assigned during times at which
the marketing appeared to have less of an effect. In Case 1, the nearest-neighbor
method is able to recover the effect, obtaining an estimate of 3.75. Since there is
no correlation between the effect of marketing and the propensity to be missing, the
structure of the anonymous visits is the same as the structure of the identified visits.
In Case 4, there is less total missingness in the dataset, so the method’s performance
improves. However, it still underestimates the effect, obtaining an estimate of 3.63.
In summary, in the setting where the propensity to be missing is correlated with
the effect of marketing on the propensity to visit, our method does especially well in
the low heterogeneity setting, and obtains the best estimates of the marketing effect
across all four data settings.
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6.1.2 Targeted Marketing Results
Next we evaluate the models in terms of identifying the customers with the highest
propensity to visit in response to marketing, using Cases 1 and 2 from Table 6.1.
Imagine that a company is looking to send targeted mail advertisements or pro-
motions to the customers that will visit the fastest in response to advertisements (in
other words, have the largest ωi0 + ωi1). Both cases have 45 percent of the visits
missing, and low heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness across customers.
Case 1 has no correlation between the effect of marketing on the propensity to visit
and the propensity to be missing, and Case 2 has a high correlation between the effect
of marketing on the propensity to visit and the propensity to be missing.
Number of Customers Selected out of the Top 100 Case 1 Case 2
model 72 75
case deletion 40 46
nearest neighbor 60 36
Table 6.2: Rank Ordering Customers in the Setting Where Missingness is Cor-
related with the Propensity to Visit in Response to a Marketing Action
Each model produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of highest propensity to
visit in response to receiving a marketing action (ωi0 + ωi1) in the setting where the change
in propensity to visit in response to receiving a marketing action, ωi1, is correlated with
missingness (δi). For each of the methods, we first select the top 100 customers that would
have the highest propensity to visit in response to marketing. We compared each model’s
selection to the true generated top 100 customers with the highest response to see how many
are correctly chosen.
Each model produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of strongest
propensity to visit in response to a marketing action, when that propensity is correlated
with missingness. For each of the methods, we select the top 100 customers (out of
the 400) that would have the strongest propensity to visit. We compared each model’s
selection to the originally generated top 100 customers with the highest propensity to
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see how many were correctly chosen. In Table 6.2, we report these results for the true
top 100 of customers with the highest propensity to visit in response to a marketing
action (ωi0 + ωi1).
Our method performs best in both Cases 1 and 2, selecting 75 of the true top
100 customers in the correlated setting and 72 of the top 100 in the uncorrelated
setting. The nearest-neighbor method performs less well, selecting 60 out of the
true top 100 customers in the uncorrelated setting and 36 in the correlated setting.
The case-deletion method also performs worse than our method, only choosing 40 of
the true top 100 customers in the uncorrelated setting, and 46 in the correlated setting.
6.2 Correlation between Missingness and Effect of
Marketing on the Propensity to Engage in an
Activity
In the next simulation setting, we generate data where there is a correlation between
missingness (δi) and effect of marketing on a customer’s propensity to engage in
activity m (βim). In other words, suppose that this marketing action works best on
people who prefer not to sign-in when they visit. The firm would like to gauge how
effective this marketing action is; i.e. whether it is worth continuing with this type of
advertisement.
We keep the same simulation settings as in the previous synthetic data section.
As in Section 6.1, the times at which the firms sends the marketing differs across
customers and the frequency with which the firm sends it differs across customers as
well. Customers engage in activity m 20 percent of the time without marketing and
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Case 1 (baseline) Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Total Amount of 45% 45% 45% 30%
Missingness
Heter. Missingness
across Individuals
moderate mod. high mod.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
10
20
30
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
Correlation (missingness,
marketing action) (δi, βim)
0 0.9 0.9 0.9
True value (ΓM+m,1) 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
Marketing effect, our 0.78 0.75 0.67 0.75
method (ΓˆM+m,1) (0.64,0.97) (0.56,0.90) (0.51,0.84) (0.60,0.91)
12% 7% 4% 7%
Marketing effect, case 0.72 0.72 0.39 0.72
deletion (ΓˆM+m,1) (0.51,0.92) (0.53,0.92) (0.20,0.59) (0.55,0.89)
19% 3% 44% 3%
Marketing effect, nearest -0.14 0.31 0.02 -0.34
neighbor(ΓˆM+m,1) (-0.27,-0.02) (0.15,0.46) (-0.13,0.14) (-0.50,-0.19)
120% 56% 97% 149%
Table 6.3: Model Comparison in the Setting Where Missingness is Correlated
With Effect of Marketing Action on an Activity
Recovery of the parameter which governs the population-level propensity to engage in
activity m in response to a firm’s marketing (ΓM+m,1) in the setting where missingness
(δi) is potentially correlated with the individual-level propensity to engage in activity m in
response to marketing (βim). Gray indicates that the true parameter was covered by the
posterior interval. The last row in each cell indicates the percent bias.
70 percent of the time with marketing on average.
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6.2.1 Parameter Recovery
We consider four data settings in Table 6.3, which are structured in the same manner
as in the previous section.
Table 6.3 shows how well the various methods recover the effect of marketing on
a particular activity when missingness propensity (δi) is correlated with that same
parameter. We begin by presenting the results for our method in the row called
“marketing effect, our method.” Across all four data settings, our posterior intervals
cover the parameter estimate. Our method is the only one that obtains coverage
across all the four cases. Our method obtains estimates of 0.78, 0.75, 0.67, and 0.75
in cases 1 through 4, respectively (versus a true value of 0.70). Overall, our method
performs well and is able to adjust for the missingness pattern regardless of the total
amount of missingness and the distribution of the propensity to be anonymous across
customers.
In the next row, we present recovery of the marketing parameter for the case-
deletion method. Case-deletion can only recover the effect under certain settings. In
Case 1, there is no correlation between the effect of marketing and the propensity to
be missing, and so the structure of the missing data is no different from the structure
of the known data. Ignoring the anonymous visits has no effect on the parameter
estimates, resulting in a nearly unbiased estimate of the marketing effect of 0.72
for the case-deletion method. As in the uncorrelated case, in the correlated dataset
case-deletion is able to perform well, giving an estimate of 0.72. Since the heterogeneity
in the missingness parameter across individuals is low, we have enough known visits
per customer to be able to estimate the effect accurately, even when ignoring the
missing visits. In Case 3, case-deletion strongly underestimates the effect (0.39 versus
a true value of 0.70). Here, the anonymous visits come from the customers who have
a larger effect of marketing. The known visits correspond to customers without an
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effect. Therefore, the only data that case-deletion uses to estimate the effect is that
of the customers who don’t actually have an effect, resulting in the underestimate.
With a reduced amount of missingness in the final dataset (Case 4), the case-deletion
method performs well (with an estimate of 0.72). There is enough information in the
known visits for this method to obtain accurate estimates.
In the last row, we present the results for the nearest-neighbor method. Across all
four data settings, this method heavily underestimates the effect of marketing. This
occurs because the nearest-neighbor method matches visits based on the activities
that the customers engaged in during the visit without taking the firm’s marketing
into account. For example, it will match an anonymous visit where the customer
participated in activities ym to a known visit where the customer participated in
the same or similar activities, ym. The method does not take into account that the
customer in the anonymous visit may have engaged in those activities because of
the firm’s marketing, and would not have done so otherwise. Therefore, the nearest-
neighbor method is not able to properly estimate the baseline propensity to engage in
activities versus the propensity to engage in activities in response to marketing.
In summary, in the setting where the propensity to be missing is correlated with
the effect of marketing on the propensity to engage in an activity, our method performs
better than any of the competitor methods, as it obtains the best estimate of the
effect across all four data settings.
6.2.2 Targeted Marketing Results
We again evaluate how well each method performs at selecting the individuals with
the highest propensity to buy once they are sent marketing.
A firm typically wants to send mail advertisements or promotions to the customers
with the highest propensity to buy once they are sent marketing (νim + βim). We use
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the datasets generated in Cases 1 and 2 in Table 6.3 for this analysis. Both cases
have 45 percent of the data missing, and moderate heterogeneity in the distribution
of missingness across customers. The key difference is that Case 1 has 0 correlation
between the effect of marketing and the propensity to be missing, while Case 2 has a
correlation of 90 percent between the two.
Number of Customers Selected out of the Top 100 Case 1 Case 2
model 64 55
case deletion 27 27
nearest neighbor 26 26
Table 6.4: Rank Ordering Customers in the Setting Where Missingness is Cor-
related with Effect of Marketing Action
Each model produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of strongest total reaction
to the advertisement (νim+βim) in the setting where the change in reaction, βim, is correlated
with missingness (δi). For each of the four models, we first select the top 100 customers that
would have the strongest total reaction (or the highest propensity to buy) after receiving the
advertisement. We compared each model’s selection to the true generated top 100 customers
with the highest response to see how many are correctly chosen.
As in the previous section, each model produces its own rank ordering of customers
in terms of highest propensity to buy in response to marketing (νim + βim) when
the change in propensity to buy in response to marketing (βim) is correlated with
missingness (δi). For each of the methods, we select the top 100 customers that would
have the highest propensity to engage in activity m after receiving the advertisement.
We compared each model’s selection to the originally generated “true” top 100
customers with the highest response to see how many were correctly chosen. In Table
6.4, we report these results for the top 100 customers with the highest propensity to
buy in response to a marketing action (νim + βim).
In Table 6.4, in both Cases 1 and 2, our model consistently selects the highest
number of the true top 100 customers to send the marketing actions. This implies
that the firm would send its targeted advertising to the ‘best’ possible customers when
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the firm would use our model (as opposed to the case-deletion and nearest-neighbor
methods) in terms of finding the customers with the highest propensity to buy.
6.3 Correlation between Missingness and Overall
Propensity to Engage in Activities
After having analyzed the implications of a correlation between the propensity to be
missing and the propensity to engage in an activity in response to a marketing action,
we proceed to compare the different methods in the setting where the propensity to
be missing (δi) is correlated with the underlying propensity to engage in activity m
(νim). In this setting, we focus on the propensity to engage in an activity when there
is no marketing action sent to customer i. We keep the same simulation settings as in
Section 6.2. Again, customers engage in activity m 20 percent of the time without
marketing and 70 percent of the time with marketing on average.
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Case 1 (baseline) Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Total Amount of
Missingness
45% 45% 45% 30%
Heter. Missingness
across Individuals
moderate mod. high mod.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
10
20
30
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
Correlation
(missingness,
undertake activity)
(δi, νim)
0.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
True value (Γm,1) -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50
Undertake Activity -0.39 -0.40 -0.43 -0.44
our method (-0.51,-0.26) (-0.51,-0.27) (-0.56,-0.30) (-0.54,-0.32)
(Γˆm,1) 22% 20% 14% 12%
Undertake Activity -0.44 -0.60 -0.88 -0.58
case deletion (-0.60,-0.30) (-0.76,-0.44) (-1.02,-0.70) (-0.71,-0.40)
(Γˆm,1) 12% 20% 76% 16%
Undertake Activity -0.14 -0.21 -0.36 -0.20
nearest neighbor (-0.25,-0.02) (-0.33,-0.10) (-0.52,-0.21) (-0.30,-0.10)
(Γˆm,1) 72% 58% 28% 60%
Table 6.5: Model Comparison in the Setting Where Missingness is Correlated
With the Propensity to Undertake an Activity
Recovery of the parameter which governs the population-level propensity to engage in
activity m (Γm,1) in the setting where missingness (δi) is potentially correlated with the
individual-level underlying propensities to engage in activity m (νim). Gray indicates that
the true parameter was covered by the posterior interval. The last row in each cell indicates
the percent bias.
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6.3.1 Parameter Recovery
Table 6.5 compares the ability of the three methods to recover the population-level
propensity to engage in an activity under a scenario where missingness is correlated
with propensity to undertake an activity. So, for example, these cases might represent
the situation where people who like to buy shirts are also likely to be anonymous. We
consider four data settings in Table 6.5 which are structured in the same manner as
in the previous synthetic data sections.
We begin by presenting the results for our method in the row called “Undertake
Activity, our method”. Across all four data settings, we obtain coverage of the
parameter estimate. Our method is the only one that obtains coverage of the true
parameter across all four cases. It obtains estimates of -0.39, -0.40, -0.43, and -0.44
in Cases 1 through 4, respectively (versus a true value of -0.50). Despite this slight
positive bias in all the cases, our method performs well and is able to adjust for the
missingness pattern regardless of the total amount of overall missingness and the
distribution of the propensity to be anonymous across customers.
We present the case-deletion results in the next row of the table. Similar to the
previous section where the propensity to be missing is correlated with the effect of
marketing on engaging in an activity, in this setting, the case-deletion method can
only recover the effect under certain settings. In Case 1, since there is no correlation
between the propensity to engage in activity m and the propensity to be missing, the
missing data has the same structure as the known data. Ignoring the anonymous
visits has no effect on the parameter estimates, resulting in a low bias estimate of the
propensity to engage in activity m, -0.44 (versus a true value of -0.50). In Case 2, we
impose a high correlation between the propensity to engage in activity m and the
propensity to be missing and the case-deletion method is able to recover the parameter
in this setting. The heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness across customers
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is moderate, so we have enough known visits for each customer to be able to estimate
the population level effect accurately even without taking the anonymous visits into
account. In Case 3, where we impose a high heterogeneity in the distribution of
missingness, the case-deletion method is no longer able to obtain coverage of the
parameter which governs the propensity to engage in activity m. In this case, the
known visits correspond to customers who rarely engage in activity m, while the
anonymous visits correspond to the customers who often engage in it. By ignoring the
anonymous visits, the case-deletion method will heavily underestimate the propensity
to engage in the activity, with an estimate of -0.88 (versus the truth of -0.50). In Case
4, we return to moderate heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness and decrease
the total amount of missingness. In this setting, case-deletion is able to cover the
truth, with an estimate of -0.58.
The nearest-neighbor method overestimates the baseline effect across all four data
settings. Regardless of setting, this method matches customers on the observed behav-
ior, without taking the marketing actions into account. By doing so, it underestimates
the effect of the marketing actions, which in turn results in an overestimate of the
baseline propensity to engage in the activity. It obtains overestimates of -0.14, -0.21,
-0.36, and -0.20 in Cases 1 through 4, respectively versus a true value -0.50.
In summary, in the setting where the propensity to be missing is correlated with
the propensity to engage in an activity, our method performs better than any of the
four competitor methods, as it obtains the best estimate of the effect across all four
data settings.
6.3.2 Targeted Marketing Results
We now evaluate how well our method would perform at selecting the individuals with
the highest propensity to engage in activity m.
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A firm is interested in understanding which customers prefer a specific category
on their website without sending any advertisements. They may want to evaluate
whether that category is popular amongst its customers, and if so, amongst which
customers exactly so that they can target special offers to those customers. This may
lead them to decide whether it is worth keeping that category. In other words, they
want to select the customers with the highest propensity to engage in that activity.
We use the datasets generated in Cases 1 and 2 from Table 6.5. Both cases have 45
percent of the data missing, and low heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness
across customers. The key difference is that Case 1 has 0 correlation between the
propensity to engage in activity m and the propensity to be missing, while Case 2 has
a correlation of 90 percent between the two.
Each model produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of highest
baseline propensity to engage in activity m, that is correlated with missingness. In
a similar manner to what we did in Tables 6.2 and 6.4, in Table 6.6 we include the
top 100 customers that would have the highest propensity to undertake a certain
activity. We compare each model’s selection to the originally generated “true” top 100
customers (or top 25 percent) with the highest propensity to engage in the activity to
see how many were correctly chosen.
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Number of Customers Selected out of the Top 100 Case 1 Case 2
model 59 57
case deletion 20 21
nearest neighbor 22 23
Table 6.6: Rank Ordering Customers in the Setting Where Missingness is Cor-
related with the Propensity to Undertake an Activity
Each method produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of highest propensity to
undertake a certain activity (νim) in the setting where the change in propensity to undertake
activity m, νim, is correlated with missingness (δi). For each of the three methods, we select
the top 100 customers that would have the highest propensity to undertake activity m. We
compared each method’s selection to the true generated top 100 customers with the highest
response to see how many are correctly chosen.
Once again, in both Cases 1 and 2, we consistently select the largest number of
customers i = 1, . . . 100 (or top 25 percent) with the highest propensities (νim) to
undertake activity m, which is correlated with the propensity to be missing (δi). Our
method selects 59 of the true top 100 customers in Case 1, and 57 in Case 2. The
other two competitor methods perform significantly worse. The case-deletion method
only selects the true top 20 in Case 1, and true top 21 in Case 2. The nearest-neighbor
method only selects the true top 22 in Case 1, and true top 23 in Case 2.
6.4 Estimating the Number of Unique Customers
In order for a firm to gauge the size of their customer base, we provide estimates of
the total number of unique customers that have visited using the various methods.
In the simulated setting, we know both the number of observed customers and the
true number of customers. We generated two datasets with 15 percent of the visit
IDs missing. We induce a correlation between missingness and underlying propensity
to undertake an activity of 0.9. In this dataset, 377 customers are observed, whereas
there are 398 total true visitors.
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The difference between the two synthetic datasets is the underlying distribution
of missingness. In the first dataset, the heterogeneity in the distribution of the
missingness parameter is high: we generate many people that never sign-in, and many
people that always sign-in. In the second dataset, the heterogeneity in the distribution
of the missingness parameter is low: most of the customers sign-in approximately half
of the time that they visit, with very few that always or never sign-in.
To estimate the number of unique customers, at every iteration of the Gibbs
sampler, we compute the total number of unique customers. We provide a histogram
of the number of times we obtained each total number of unique customers, along
with lines for the number of observed and the number of true customers.
The histogram for data setting 1, where the heterogeneity in missingness is high,
is shown on the left side of Figure 6.1. Under this setting of high heterogeneity, we
obtain the most accurate estimate out of the competing models we considered, with
the nearest-neighbor and case-deletion methods by construction estimating the number
of unique users to be the number of observed customers (377).
This histogram for data setting 2, where the heterogeneity in missingness is low,
is shown on the right side of Figure 6.1. With lower heterogeneity in missingness,
we obtain coverage of the true total number of customers. Just like in the previous
case, the nearest-neighbor and case-deletion methods underestimate the true number.
Depending on the distribution of missingness, we are able to estimate the total number
of unique customers in the dataset with more or less accuracy, and we always obtain
the best estimate across the three methods.
We obtain a better estimate of the number of unique customers in the low hetero-
geneity setting. When there is a low heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness
across customers, all the customers sign-in at a similar rate when they visit. Therefore
with a high probability, they would all sign-in at least once when they visit. In the
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high heterogeneity setting, there is a group of customers who are likely to always
remain anonymous (since they have a very low probability of signing-in when they
visit). This implies that in the low heterogeneity setting, we observe a larger fraction
of the entire customer base, and so the number of observed customers is closer to the
number of unique customers (than in the high heterogeneity setting). By construction,
this makes it easier for the methods to estimate the number of unique customers in
the low heterogeneity setting.
Estimated Number of Customers
375 380 385 390 395 400
0
50
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0
15
0
Observed True
Estimated Number of Customers
392 394 396 398 400
0
50
10
0
15
0
Observed True
Figure 6.1: An Estimate of the Total Number of Unique Customers under Two
Different Missingness Patterns
Total number of unique customers when the underlying heterogeneity in missingness is high
(left) and low (right). Posterior samples of the number of customers from our model for a
single dataset along with the true number of customers. The number of observed customers,
which is the estimate for case-deletion and nearest-neighbor, is indicated by the red line.
6.5 Summary of Synthetic Data Evaluations
For a company, the above simulation studies demonstrate the risk of not linking
the anonymous visits to previously observed or unobserved customers. In almost all
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synthetic data settings, a company would obtain the most accurate estimates of the
effects of marketing actions on their customers by using our model.
More specifically, if the correlation structure is between missingness and the
propensity to visit in response to a marketing action, our model does best in the low
heterogeneity setting.
If there is a correlation between missingness and the effect of a marketing action
on the propensity to engage in an activity, our method obtains the most accurate
estimates across all the synthetic data scenarios we tested. For example, suppose
the company wanted to understand the effects of email advertising on their customer
base. Without linking the anonymous visits to customers, they would obtain less
accurate estimates of their effects, which may cause them to stop using that method
of marketing, whereas in fact it could be effective. If they are interested in targeting
the right customers, our model also provides the most accurate targeting choices.
Finally, if the correlation structure is between the propensity to undertake an
activity and missingness, our model is the only one to obtain coverage of the correlated
propensity parameter under all data settings. By not using our model, the company
may risk mis-estimating whether it is worth keeping that activity, or misallocate how
much of it to stock up on for the next season.
Understanding the size of the customer base is important as well. We demonstrated
that our model provides the firm with an accurate estimate of the magnitude of their
customer base. This estimate was better than that of the case-deletion, nearest-
neighbor, or either of the unique-customer methods.
We cannot observe the true underlying correlation structure with missingness
or the heterogeneity in missingness. However, through these simulation studies, we
demonstrate that in most of the settings, our model obtained the most accurate
estimates.
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Chapter 7
Application to a Retail Website
In this chapter, we use a dataset from a clothing retailer’s website. A visit will be a
transaction from the retailer’s website, and an activity will be a particular clothing
category from which the transaction was made. The single marketing action in this
data is a discount email. Following previous research, we assume that the effect of the
discount email lasts for a week [26].
In the simulation studies in the previous chapter, since we generate the underlying
data, we know the “true” parameter values (which we set). We use these “true”
values to see how well the methods perform under different missing data settings at
recovering this “truth”. However, in the real clothing retailer’s dataset, we do not
know the underlying truth.
To remedy this problem, we consider as the complete data the subset of the data
where the customer identification is known. We run the hierarchical model with
no missing data, to obtain what we consider the “true” parameter estimates. After
running the hierarchical model with no missing data, we obtain an effect of discount
emails on the propensity to visit (or in our setting, to make a transaction). As we
did in Section 6.1, we induce a correlation between the propensity to be missing and
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the propensity to visit in response to the discount email by anonymizing user IDs
accordingly.
In Section 7.2, we select a random subsample from the entire dataset (with the
true missingness pattern), and compare the results across the methods.
7.1 Relationship between Missingness and Propen-
sity to Visit in Response to a Marketing Ac-
tion
After running the hierarchical model with no missing data, we find one strictly positive
effect in the full data setting. Consistent with the EDA in Section 3.2, the discount
email has a population-level effect on the propensity to make a transaction.
To follow the structure of our simulated results, we create four types of missing
data settings. In the first data setting (Case 1), we impose no correlation between
missingness and the propensity to make a transaction in response to the discount email.
The total amount of missingness in the dataset is 45 percent, and the heterogeneity of
missingness across individuals is low. In the second data setting (Case 2), we impose
a high correlation of 0.9 between missingness and the effect of the discount email
on making a transaction. The total amount of missingness across the dataset is 45
percent, and the heterogeneity of missingness across individuals is low. In the third
data setting (Case 3), we change the heterogeneity of missingness across individuals
to be high. We leave the other two settings the same as in Case 2. The correlation
is 0.9 between the propensity to be missing and the effect of the discount email on
making a transaction, and a total amount of missingness is 45 percent. In the fourth
data setting (Case 4), we reduce the total missingness to 30 percent. We leave the
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other two settings the same as in Case 2. We continue to have a correlation of 0.9
between the propensity to be missing and the effect of the discount email on making
a transaction, and a low heterogeneity of missingness across individuals.
We then run the different methods using our induced missingness pattern across
all four data structures, and compare the parameter estimates to those of the model
estimated on the data with no missingness. In Table 7.1, we provide estimates of the
population-level effect of discount emails and posterior intervals across all the methods
and settings. We also provide the percent bias in each case. The ‘true’ population-level
effect of the discount email on the propensity to visit is 2.16, with a posterior interval
of [2.06,2.33]. The ‘true’ population-level baseline rate of arrival (without having
received a discount email) is 0.62, with a posterior interval of [0.56,0.68]. This means
that on average, a customer visits approximately once every second week, whereas
upon receiving an email, the customer will visit approximately twice in one week.
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Case 1 (baseline) Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Total Amount of 45% 45% 45% 30%
Missingness
Heter. Missingness
across Individuals
moderate mod. high mod.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
10
20
30
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
Correlation (missingness,
visit) (δi, ωi,1)
0 0.9 0.9 0.9
True value (ΓMP+M+2,1) 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16
(2.06,2.33) (2.06,2.33) (2.06,2.33) (2.06,2.33)
Visit Prop., 2.05 2.18 1.65 2.19
our method (1.79,2.51) (1.99,2.37) (1.52,1.76) (1.95,2.45)
(ΓˆMP+M+2,1) 5% 0% 23 % 1%
Visit Prop., 1.97 1.83 1.84 2.17
case deletion (1.87,2.06) (1.69,1.98) (1.65,2.05) (1.83,2.47)
(ΓˆMP+M+2,1) 9% 15% 15% 0%
Visit Prop., 2.15 1.97 1.86 2.05
nearest neighbor (1.95,2.35) (1.86,2.10) (1.73,1.99) (1.90,2.19)
(ΓˆMP+M+2,1) 0% 9% 14% 5%
Table 7.1: Model Comparison in the Setting Where Missingness is Correlated
with the Propensity to Visit in Response to a Marketing Action in the Real
Data
Recovery of the parameter which governs the population-level propensity to visit in response
to a marketing action (ΓMP+M+2,1) in the setting where missingness (δi) is potentially
correlated with the individual-level propensity to visit in response to a marketing action(ωi,1)
in the real dataset for all three methods. Gray indicates that the true parameter was covered
by the posterior interval. The last row in each cell indicates the percent bias.
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7.1.1 Parameter Recovery
We begin by presenting the results for our method in the row called “Visit Prop.,
our method”. Our method behaves the same as it did in the simulated setting where
the propensity to be missing is correlated with the propensity to visit in response
to marketing. It is able to recover the effect parameter under the low heterogeneity
settings. In Case 1, when there is no correlation between the propensity to be missing
and the effect of a discount email on visitation, our method obtains an unbiased
estimate of the effect, 2.05 (versus the truth of 2.16). In Cases 2 and 4, when there
is a correlation and a moderate heterogeneity of missingness across individuals, our
method still covers the true parameter, though with slight overestimation. In Case
3, when the heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness is high, our method is
no longer able to obtain recover the true effect. The anonymous visits come from
customers who truly have an effect of the discount email on making a transaction.
The known visits correspond to customers who have a smaller effect. Our method is
not able to recover the effect in this setting, as it does not have enough information
on customers who visit faster in response to the marketing.
In the next row of Table 7.1, we present the recovery of the discount email effect
for the case-deletion method. Overall, the method is not able to recover the effect in
any setting where there is 45 percent of the data missing. It is only able to recover it
when there is 30 percent of the data missing in Case 4. It obtains estimates of 1.97,
1.83, and 1.84 in Cases 1 through 3, respectively. In Case 4, the case-deletion method
obtains coverage of the truth, with an unbiased estimate of 2.17.
In the final row of the dataset, we present results for the nearest-neighbor method.
This method matches people based on observed behavior, not taking into account the
discount emails. Similarly to the synthetic data results, the nearest-neighbor method
is unable to recover the effect when there is high total missingness and a correlation
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Case 1 (baseline) Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Total Amount of 45% 45% 45% 30%
Missingness
Heter. Missingness
across Individuals
moderate mod. high mod.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
10
20
30
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0
5
15
Correlation (missingness,
visit) (δi, ωi,1)
0 0.9 0.9 0.9
True value 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62
(ΓMP+M+1,1) (0.56,0.68) (0.56,0.68) (0.56,0.68) (0.56,0.68)
Base Visit Prop, 0.61 0.69 0.69 0.66
our model (0.53,0.69) (0.62,0.75) (0.61,0.79) (0.58,0.74)
(ΓˆMP+M+1,1) 2% 11% 11% 6%
Base Visit Prop, 0.53 0.51 0.49 0.57
case deletion (0.46,0.60) (0.44,0.57) (0.43,0.55) (0.51,0.64)
(ΓˆMP+M+1,1) 15% 18% 21 % 8 %
Base Visit Prop, 0.56 0.58 0.59 0.58
nearest neighbor (0.48,0.63) (0.50,0.66) (0.52,0.66) (0.52,0.65)
(ΓˆMP+M+1,1) 10% 6% 5% 6%
Table 7.2: Model Comparison of the Baseline Rate in the Setting Where Miss-
ingness is Correlated with the Propensity to Visit in Response to a Marketing
Action in the Real Data Recovery of the parameter which governs the population-level
baseline rate of arrival (ΓMP+M+1,1) in the setting where missingness (δi) is potentially
correlated with the individual-level propensity to visit in response to a marketing action
(ωi,1) in the real dataset for all three methods. Gray indicates that the true parameter was
covered by the posterior interval and no highlight that it was not. The last row in each cell
indicates the percent bias.
between missingness and the propensity to visit in response to marketing. It obtains
estimates of 1.97 and 1.86 in Cases 2 and 3, respectively. When there is less total
missingness in Case 4, it is able to recover the effect. It still underestimates it, with an
estimate of 2.05. When there is no correlation in Case 1, the nearest-neighbor method
obtains an unbiased estimate of the effect, 2.15 (versus a truth of 2.16).
We now present results from Table 7.2. These results come from the same datasets
as in Table 7.1, however here we present recovery of the population-level baseline rate
parameter.
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We begin by presenting the results for our method in the row called “Base Visit
Prop., our method”. We see that in all four data settings, our method is able to
recover the parameter that governs the propensity to visit without receiving a discount
email. It obtains estimates of 0.61, 0.69, 0.69, and 0.66 (versus a truth of 0.62).
Next, we see that case-deletion underestimates the visitation rate without emails,
as expected, since it deletes a large number of anonymous visits. When the total
amount of missingness in the dataset is 45 percent, it heavily underestimates the
visitation rate without discount emails. It obtains estimates of 0.53, 0.51, and 0.49 in
Cases 1 through 3, respectively. However when the total missingness decreases to 30
percent in Case 4, the estimate increases to 0.57 and the method obtains coverage of
the truth, since there appear to be more frequent visits per customer now.
In the last row of the table, similar to our method, we see that the nearest-neighbor
method is also able to obtain coverage of the parameter that governs the propensity
to visit without receiving discount emails. It obtains estimates of 0.56, 0.58, 0.59, and
0.58 in Cases 1 through 4, respectively.
In summary, in the setting where the propensity to be missing is correlated with
the effect of marketing on the propensity to visit, we recommend using our method,
as it obtained the least biased results in the setting where there is low heterogeneity
in missingness and a high correlation between the propensity to be missing and the
propensity to visit in response to receiving a discount email.
7.1.2 Targeted Marketing Results
Next we want to consider how well our method would perform at selecting the
individuals with the highest propensity to visit in response to marketing.
We used the datasets generated in Cases 1 and 2 from Table 7.1. Both cases have
45 percent of the data missing, and low heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness
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across customers. Case 1 has no correlation between the effect of marketing on the
propensity to visit and the propensity to be missing, and Case 2 has a high correlation
between the effect of marketing on the propensity to visit and the propensity to be
missing.
Each model produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of strongest
propensity to visit in response to a marketing action, when that propensity is correlated
with missingness. For each of the methods, we select the top 25 customers (out of the
100 true customers) that would have the strongest propensity to visit. We compared
each model’s selection to the originally generated top 25 customers with the highest
propensity to see how many were correctly chosen.
Number of Customers Selected out of the Top 25 Case 1 Case 2
model 15 18
case deletion 12 2
nearest neighbor 4 5
Table 7.3: Rank Ordering Customers in the Setting Where Missingness is Cor-
related with the Propensity to Visit in Response to an Email
Each model produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of highest propensity to
visit in response to an email (ωi,0 + ωi,1) in the four settings in Table 7.1. We report the
results for Case 1 (when the change in reaction, ωi,1 is independent of missingness ,δi) and
Case 2 (where the change in reaction, ωi,1, is correlated with missingness, δi). For each of
the four models, we first select the top 25 customers that would have the strongest total
reaction (or the highest propensity to buy) after receiving the advertisement. We compared
each model’s selection to the true top 25 customers with the highest response to see how
many were correctly chosen.
In Table 7.3, we report these results for the top 25 customers (or top 25 percent of
the dataset). In other words, these are the 25 customers with the highest propensity
to visit in response to a marketing action (ωi0 + ωi1).
Our method and the nearest-neighbor method perform equally well in the uncorre-
lated setting, while our method performs best at selecting the top customers in the
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the correlated setting. In Case 1, our method selects 15 out of the top 25 customers,
and in Case 2, it selects 18 of the top customers. The case-deletion method performs
the worst in both cases, only choosing 12 of the top customers in Case 1 and 2 of the
top customers in Case 2. The nearest-neighbor method only selects 4 out of the top
25 customers in the uncorrelated setting, and 5 customers in the correlated setting.
In summary, if a firm is looking to selected the customers who would visit the
fastest in response to receiving a discount email, when there is no correlation between
propensity to be missing and the propensity to visit in response to the discount email,
there is no one clear method that would perform best. However, if there is a correlation,
our method consistently selects the highest number of the most responsive customers.
7.2 Application to a Retail Dataset with its True
Missingness Pattern
After demonstrating what happens with our imposed missingness patterns in Section
7.1, we now run the different methods on a random subset of the entire dataset. In
the previous section, we only subsampled customers with known user identification,
and then ‘pretended’ that some of the user ID’s were missing. In this section, by
randomly selecting customers with or without known user identification, we obtain a
subsampled dataset with a more reflective pattern of missingness.
As is the case in the full dataset, in our subsampled dataset, 10 percent of the visits
are anonymous. We use the same marketing action as in the previous section, whether
or not the customer obtained a discount email in the week prior to purchase. To stay
consistent with the previous section, we summarize the results for the same parameter
as before, the effect of a discount email on the propensity to make a transaction.
Our method obtains an estimate of 1.36, with a posterior interval of [1.11,1.66].
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The case-deletion method obtains an estimate of 2.41, with a posterior interval of
[2.13,2.70]. The nearest-neighbor method obtains an estimate of 2.37, with a posterior
interval of [2.12,2.63].
In this dataset, we see that our method obtains a lower parameter estimate than the
case-deletion and the nearest-neighbor method. In Section 7.1, we saw a similar pattern
when the heterogeneity in the distribution of missingness across individuals was high.
In that case, the case-deletion and nearest-neighbor method both obtained similar
and higher estimates than our method. When the heterogeneity in the distribution of
missingness was low, our method typically obtained a higher estimate. Also, in the
previous section, we induced a positive correlation between the effect of email on the
propensity to visit and the propensity to be missing.
In this dataset, there is a positive correlation between δi and ωi,1, but the hetero-
geneity in the distribution of missingness is high.
Effect of Email On
Rate of Arrival (ΓˆM+MP+2,1)
Marketing effect, our method 1.36
(1.11,1.66)
Marketing effect, case deletion 2.41
(2.13,2.70)
Marketing effect, nearest neighbor 2.37
( 2.12,2.63 )
Table 7.4: Model Comparison under the True Missingness Pattern in the Real
Data
We run the model with the true anonymous and known visitors, and compare results for the
effect of discount emails on the propensity to make a transaction.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a Bayesian hierarchical model to link anonymous visits in a company’s
database to either previously observed or new customers. The model incorporates
more complete information about both the anonymous and known customers. This
information includes customers’ times of arrival, whether the customers signed in or
not, the activities the customers had engaged in while visiting, their demographic
information, and information on marketing actions taken by the firm. Our model
probabilistically imputes particular customers into the anonymous visits based on
similarity of observed behavior. We then compare our proposed model to several
benchmark methods to determine under which circumstances our model performs best.
The implications of the model can then be used to guide the companies’ marketing
actions.
By conducting several synthetic data studies, we are able to evaluate model
performance under three different missingness structures: missingness correlated with
the propensity to visit in response to a marketing action, missingness correlated with
the effect of a marketing action on the propensity to engage in a particular activity,
and missingness correlated with the propensity to undertake an activity. Under each
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of these settings, we vary the percentage of missingness, the underlying distribution of
missingness, and the underlying correlation structure between missingness and the
parameter of interest. We demonstrate the myriad of consequences that can occur
for a company opting to not link anonymous visits to customers, i.e., by not using a
model such as ours. Should a firm choose our model, it can be used to provide the
following information:
(1) Improved performance in estimating the effects of any marketing action on the
propensity of the firm’s customers to partake in a particular activity relative to
the benchmark methods;
(2) Improved performance in estimating the firm’s customers’ underlying propensity
to partake in an activity relative to the benchmark methods;
(3) Improved performance in estimating the effects of any marketing action on the
propensity of the firm’s customer’s to visit relative to the benchmark methods;
(4) Improved targeted advertising to individuals in any correlation setting;
(5) Improved estimates of the number of unique customers;
When estimating the effect of a marketing action on the propensity to visit, our
method performs best when there is moderate heterogeneity of missingness across
individuals. More specifically, under the moderate heterogeneity setting, our method
obtains the most accurate estimates.
When estimating the effect of a marketing action on the propensity to engage in
an activity, our model consistently provides the most accurate estimates of the effect
in our simulated dataset across all four cases. The case-deletion method performs
well in the low heterogeneity settings, but is not able to recover the effect in the high
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heterogeneity setting. The nearest-neighbor method is unable to recover the parameter
in any of the data settings.
When estimating the customers’ propensity to engage in an activity, our method
is the only one to obtain coverage of the parameter of interest in all the data settings
again. The case-deletion method performs well in the low heterogeneity settings, but
is not able to recover the effect in the high heterogeneity setting. The nearest-neighbor
method is unable to recover the parameter in almost any of the data settings.
If a company wants to target the customers that respond best to advertisements, we
demonstrate that overall our method is the most effective at selecting those customers
in all data settings. It selects the largest proportion of the ‘true’ most responsive
customers, in the setting where the missing data is ignorable or non-ignorable.
For a firm hoping to gauge the size of their customer base, our model provided the
most accurate estimate across all the methods. Assuming each anonymous visit is a
unique-customer always overestimates the number of customers, while the nearest-
neighbor and case-deletion methods always underestimates the total. By construction,
the latter two methods assume that the number of customers is the number of observed
customers.
We then tested our model on a dataset from a specialty retailer of consumer goods.
First, we induced a correlation between missingness and the effect of a discount email
on the propensity to make a transaction. The results we obtain are consistent with
the synthetic data under this correlation structure. As before, our method performs
best in the low heterogeneity setting. However, under the high heterogeneity setting,
the case-deletion and the nearest-neighbor methods obtain less biased estimates.
We would now like to address the low performances of the methods in the high
heterogeneity setting. In Chapters 6 and 7, we attribute the low performance in this
setting to insufficient information from customers who rarely sign-in. We would like to
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acknowledge that this low performance may also be due to a sparse number of visits
per customer. If there are very few visits for each of the customers in the dataset,
none of the methods will have sufficient observations at the individual-level to recover
the parameters that the firm is interested in. In addition, the low performance may
be caused by a large number of customers completely deleted. If a large proportion
of the total customer base is entirely unobserved, none of the methods will have
enough signal to infer either the number of unique customers or the individual-level
behavior of the unobserved customers (who are a large proportion of the customer
base), thereby poorly estimating the parameters of interest to the firm.
Regardless of whether or not there is any correlation between missingness and the
effect of a marketing action on a company’s customer base, it will often make sense for
a firm to use our model instead of either of the benchmark models (case-deletion or
nearest-neighbor matching). By using all the available data, our model provides the
most accurate estimates of the parameters across many different scenarios. It provides
less biased estimates and makes a better selection of those customers at whom a firm
should target its marketing efforts. It also obtains the most accurate estimate of the
total number of unique customers in a firm’s database.
8.1 Computational Efficiency
A future focus of this research will be more computationally efficient strategies for
implementing this type of Bayesian hierarchical model. The slow speed of the MCMC
computation is a recurring issue, making the model hard to scale to a company’s full
dataset. The computation time was very large because of the missing visit imputation
step. Here, for every iteration of the sampler and for each anonymous visit, we had to
compute the likelihood of every customer being assigned to that missing visit, prior to
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sampling a single customer from a multinomial distribution.
In the future, we will examine alternative implementation strategies, with a focus on
the expectation maximization (“EM”) algorithm. Within the EM estimation algorithm,
there are further potential computational gains, which include only considering a
representative subsample of the customers in the probabilistic imputation (which is
obtained through randomly sampling visits). Another strategy for improving the
computational time would be replacing the likelihood with an approximation.
8.1.1 Expectation-Maximization Algorithm
In the EM algorithm’s expectation step, for each anonymous visit, a fraction of
that visit is assigned to each potential customer corresponding proportionally to the
probability that such a visit pertains to that customer.
E(IUj=i) = P (U
mis
j = i|Y , θˆ, Σˆ, yˆ?)
=
ΦM{yˆ?j|µˆUj ,i, Σˆ}LλUj δˆ
(Vj=1)
i (1− δˆi)(Vj=0)∑D
d=1 ΦM{yˆ?j |µˆUj ,d , Σˆ}LλUj δˆ
(Vj=1)
i (1− δˆi)(Vj=0)
(8.1)
We would replace the missing visits with their conditional expectation, which in
this case is the fractional customer visits. Then, using these fractional assignments of
customers, the remaining parameters are maximized using numerical methods, such
as Newton-Raphson, and conjugate MAP estimates.
A question that would need to be immediately addressed is that of a truncation
point for fractional visits. Since the number of customers whose fractional visits would
be assigned in the Expectation step could be thousands or millions, we would have
that many fractional visits to be assigned. Since we would need to use these fractional
assignments to maximize the remaining parameters, this would make the computation
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here even more burdensome than in the Bayesian hierarchical approach. Therefore,
we would need to find an optimal truncation point for the fractional visits through
synthetic data analysis. We would do so by trying a variety of different truncation
points. We would select the point with the smallest number of fractional assignments
that would still result in accurate estimation.
After determining a truncation point, there would be two more questions that
would need to be addressed via simulation. For population-level parameters, how
much total weight of visits needs to be assigned to a customer in order to include him
as an individual for estimating population-level parameters? And for individual-level
parameters, how much total weight of a visit needs to be assigned to a customer to
include that fraction of a visit in estimating the individual-level parameters?
8.1.2 Representative Subsampling
As a further potential solution, we will not consider every observed and potential ‘new’
customer for an anonymous visit assignment. Instead, we only consider a random,
representative subsample of customers for assignment, leading to a much smaller
number of likelihood evaluations for each anonymous visit.
For example, if there are 1,000 potential customers in the firm’s database, that
would require 1,000 likelihood computations for every anonymous visit (in both
approaches). Instead of computing 1,000 likelihoods, we select a random representative
subsample of customers, and only consider them for a visit assignment.
Since this representative subsample is random, it would be different at every
iteration. This strategy is applicable for both the EM algorithm and the Bayesian
hierarchical approach.
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8.1.3 Likelihood Approximation
Another model improvement that might reduce the computational complexity is a more
computationally efficient approximation of the likelihood. In the current Bayesian
hierarchical model, we must compute the following likelihood for every customer for
every anonymous visit:
ΦM{yˆ?j|µˆUj ,i, Σˆ}LλUj δˆ
(Vj=0)
i (1− δˆi)(Vj=1)∑D
d=1 ΦM{yˆ?j |µˆUj ,d , Σˆ}LλUj δˆ
(Vj=0)
i (1− δˆi)(Vj=1)
(8.2)
where LλUj is part of the likelihood corresponding to the rate of arrival for user Uj.
LλUj is a complicated product that could be approximated by an average rate, where
we take the number of visits during marketing action weeks over the total number
of marketing action times as an estimate of the rate of arrival during marketing
action times. Likewise, we would estimate the rate of arrival during non-marketing
action times as the number of visits during non-marketing action times over the total
non-marketing action times.
In summary, a major disadvantage to using our method over one of the alternative
methods is the computational speed, since the imputation step in our Gibbs Sampler
slows it down. That said, we discuss here three potential solutions to improving
speed: representative subsampling, likelihood approximation, and the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm. If these solutions increase the speed, we would eliminate
the largest drawback from recommending a model like ours, making it even more
appealing for firms with missing data to use.
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Appendix A
Gibbs Sampler
A.1 Prior Distributions on Global Parameters
(1) The first prior to the population-level regression coefficients, Γ, is
Γh|Γ0, γ0 ∼MVN(γ0,Γ0) (A.1)
where h = 1, . . . , S indexes a row of Γ and where γ0 and Γ0 are fixed hyperpa-
rameters.
(2) The prior to the population-level variance-covariance matrix that characterizes
heterogeneity across the customers, Ω, is
Ω ∼ InvWishη0(Λ0) (A.2)
where η0, and Λ0 are fixed hyperparameters.
(3) The prior on the global correlations amongst the activities within visits, Σ, is
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Σ ∼ InvWishη0(T 0) (A.3)
for some fixed hyperparameters η0 and T0 .
A.2 Gibbs Sampler Steps 1 through 8
(1) We sample a specific user for each missing Uj from a multinomial distribution
where the probability of visit j being made by user i is:
P (Umisj = k|Y ,θ,Σ, y?) =
(
∫
GkM
. . .
∫
Gk1
ΦM{y?j|νUj,k + βTUj,kXj ,Σ}dy?j)LλUj,kδ
(Vj=1)
k (1− δk)(Vj=0)∑I
i=1(
∫
GiM
. . .
∫
Gi1
ΦM{y?j|νUj,i + βTUj,iXj ,Σ}dy?j)LλUj,iδ
(Vj=1)
i (1− δi)(Vj=0)
where i = 1, . . . , I are the total potential users that could be assigned to an
anonymous visit and LλUj,i is the part of the likelihood that corresponds to the
rate of arrival for user i.
(2) Sample our parameters for the underlying propensity to visit a page on a
particular visit, y? , for all pages M and all rows n from a truncated multivariate
normal distribution,
y?jm|θi,Σ, U, y?j(−m) ∼ e(−
1
2
(µ?i )
′(Σ?)−1µ?i )
× {I(y?jm > 0)I(yjm = 1) + I(y?jm < 0)I(yjm = 0)} (A.4)
and where
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µ?i = (νUj + β
T
Uj
Xj )
? = (µi)m + Σ12Σ22
−1(y?j(−m) − (µi (−m)) (A.5)
and
Σ? = Σ11 −Σ12Σ22−1Σ21 (A.6)
We use the “star” notation to mean the Schur compliment. For example, Γ? and
Ω? for the mth page would mean
Γ? = (Γ)m + Ω12Ω22
−1(θi(−m) − (Γ)(−m))
Ω? = Ω11 −Ω12Ω22−1Ω21 ,
and
Γ =
 (Γ)m
(Γ)(−m)
, (Γ)m is 1× 1, (Γ(−m)) is (M + 1)× 1
and Ω =
Ω11 Ω12
Ω21 Ω22
 with size
 1× 1 1× (M + 1)
(M + 1)× 1 (M + 1)× (M + 1)

where we denote Ω11 as the variance for the m
th entry.
(3) Sample our user specific parameters, θi. This consists of three parts. First we
sample the β i’s and νi’s,
βi , νi|ZUj=i,Γ?,Ω?,Σ ∼MVN(βˆ?,Vβ ?) (A.7)
where (y?)? =
 y?Uj
[ΓZi]
?
 X ? =
X
I p
, and Σ? =
Σ 0
0 Ω?

and βˆ? = (X
T
? Σ
−1
? X?)
−1XT? Σ
−1
? (y
?)?,
Vβ ? = (X
T
? Σ
−1
? X?)
−1.
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We use the notation [ΓZi]
? and Ω? as we did above.
Next, for (θi,(M+M×P+1), (θi,(M+M×P+2)) = (ωi,0, ωi,1), we must do two Metropolis
steps since we have non-standard distributions.
First for ωi,0, we have a proposal,
ω′i0 ∼ N(ωi0, ζ2) (A.8)
where ζ2 is a tuning parameter and do a Metropolis steps with
P (λi|λ−i, y, U,Γ,Ω) ∝
n∏
j=1
Lλi,tj×e−
1
2
(θ(M+M×P+1)i−((ΓZi)?)′(Ω?)−1(θ(M+M×P+1)i−(ΓZi)?)
(A.9)
where log(λi,tj) = ωi,0 + ωi,1Hi,tj , and Lλi,tj is the product of the parts of the
likelihood that correspond to user i.
Next, for θi,(M+M×P+2) = ωi,1, we use the same density function for the Metropolis
step (as for ωi,0), except we now hold θi(M+M×P+1) fixed. We use the same tuning
parameter, ζ2, and draw a proposal
w′i,1 ∼ N(wi,1, ζ2) (A.10)
For θi(M+M×P+3) = logit δi, we must also do a Metropolis step. We use η2 for
the tuning parameter, and draw
δ′i ∼ N(δi, η2) (A.11)
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and do a Metropolis step with
P (δi|δ−i, Y, U,Γ,Ω) ∝
n∏
j=1
[δ
(Vj=1)
i (1− δi)(Vj=0)
× e− 12 (θ(M+M×P+3)i−((ΓZi)?)′(Ω?)−1(θ(M+M×P+3)i−(ΓZi)?) (A.12)
where Vj = 0 if user i is known at visit j, and Vj = 1 is user i is anonymous.
(4) Sample Γ,
Γ|Ω, U, θ ∼ MVN(Γˆ?,VΓ?) (A.13)
where θ? =

θ1
...
θI
Γ10
...
ΓS0

X? =

Z1 0 0
0 Z1 0
0 0 Z1
...
ZI 0 0
0 ZI 0
0 0 ZI
I(M+M×P+3)∗S

, and Ω? =
Ω 0
0 Γ0

and Γˆ? = (X
T
? Ω
−1
? X?)
−1XT? Ω
−1
? θ?,
VΓ? = (X
T
? Ω
−1
? X?)
−1.
(5) Sample Σ,
Σ|U,Γ,Ω ∼ InvWish(η0 + n,S) (A.14)
where S = T0 +
∑n
j=1(y
?
j − µUj )(y?j − µUj )T .
(6) Sample Ω,
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Ω|ν0,Λ0 , κ0,Γ, θ ∼ InvWish(ν0 + I,Λn) (A.15)
where Λn = Λ0 +
∑I
i=1(θi −ΓZ i)(θi −ΓZ i)T
(7) Sample Z i,
Z i|Ω, U, θi ∼MVN(Zˆ ?,VZ? ) (A.16)
where Zˆ ? = (Γ
TΩ−1Γ +P0)−1(ΓTΩ−1θi +P0ξ0)
and VZ? = (Γ
TΩ−1Γ +P0)−1
and where P0 and ξ0 are the prior parameters.
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Appendix B
Computational Details
B.1 Parameter Recovery
Before comparing our model to the competitor models, we demonstrate that our model
is recovering the parameters. In Table B.1, we present full parameter recovery across
a representative sample of parameters in the model. We ran a simulated dataset for
5,000 iterations, used the first 1,000 as burn-in, and thinned every 10 iterations. We
generated 400 true underlying customers, and had approximately 30 percent of the
data missing, and had customers arriving on average 5 times in the dataset, ranging
from 1 arrival to 15 arrivals per customer. We see that all the parameters are well
estimated and covered by their 95 percent posterior intervals.
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Parameter True Value Estimate Interval Width
Γ1,1 -0.84 -0.83 ( -0.95,-0.71)
Γ2,1 0 0.02 (-0.08,0.12)
Γ3,1 0 -0.04 (-0.15,0.07)
Γ4,1 0.70 0.69 (0.59,0.79)
Γ11,1 0.025 -0.14 (-0.26,-0.02)
Γ12,1 1.02 1.23 (1.01,1.45)
Γ13,1 1.01 1.15 (0.94,1.36)
Γ14,1 -1.50 -1.46 (-1.61,-1.31)
Ω1,1 0.20 0.23 (0.19,0.27)
Ω2,2 0.50 0.62 (.46,.76)
Ω3,3 0.50 0.59 (.46,.72)
Σ1,1 1.0 1.06 (0.98,1.14)
Σ2,2 1.0 1.07 (.99,1.15)
Σ3,3 1.0 1.06 (0.98,1.14)
θ1,1 -1.04 -1.05 (-1.27,-0.83)
θ2,3 -0.44 -0.43 (-1.17,0.29)
θ5,6 0.80 0.55 (-0.18,1.28)
θ15,2 0.07 -0.27 (-1.16,.62)
Table B.1: Parameter Recovery for a Representative Sample of Parameters in
the Model
B.2 Demonstration that Subsampling Works
Since the computational time is slow, we implement a subsampling strategy on the
real data. However, before we do so, we first demonstrate that it works via simulation.
In the subsampling strategy, we randomly select 10 percent of the total, potential
population of customers for each anonymous visit at each iteration. In the imputation
step, we only consider imputing one of the randomly selected subset of customers into
each anonymous visit.
We consider the setting where missingness (δi) is correlated with the propensity to
visit in response to a marketing action (ωi1) from the simulation studies. We consider
Case 2, where there is 45 percent missingness, low heterogeneity, and a high correlation
of 0.9 between missingness and the propensity to visit in response to a marketing
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action.
We compare the population-level parameter estimates (Γ) between our model
and our model with subsampling. In Table B.2, we include the baseline parameter
estimates as well as their posterior intervals. We highlight the ones that overlap
between the two models in gray.
Model Model Sub Model Sub Model
Estimate Interval Width Estimate Interval Width
0.10 ( -0.08,0.30) 0.11 (-0.05,0.27)
-0.05 (-0.26,0.13) 0.05 (-0.11,0.23)
-0.17 (-0.34,-0.01) -0.09 (-0.26,0.05)
0.63 (0.42,0.81) 0.65 (0.51,0.80)
0.67 (0.49,0.83) 0.62 (0.48,0.78)
0.70 (0.53,0.88) 0.67 (0.52,0.86)
0.02 (-0.17,0.20) 0.07 (-0.09,0.23)
-0.09 (-0.31,0.09) -0.07 (-0.29,0.07)
-0.01 (-0.20,0.18) 0.00 (-0.20,0.13)
0.00 (-0.18,0.20) 0.01 (-0.15,0.19)
-0.96 (-1.15,-0.79) -0.88 (-1.04,-0.74)
-0.84 (-1.01,-0.67) -0.77 (-0.95,-0.63)
-0.78 (-0.95,-0.63) -0.76 (-0.86,-0.58)
-0.76 (-0.84,-0.69) -0.71 (-0.84,-0.68)
-0.77 (-0.93,-0.61) -0.76 (-0.84,-0.56)
-0.74 (-0.92,-0.59) -0.71 (-0.85,-0.57)
-0.97 (-1.16,-0.81) -0.84 (-1.01,-0.70)
0.09 ( -0.06,0.24) 0.09 (-0.04,0.21)
-0.10 (-0.26,0.03) -0.08 (-0.22,0.03)
0.02 (-0.13,0.17) 0.03 (-0.10,0.17)
-0.01 (-0.06,0.02) -0.01 (-0.06,0.02)
0.11 (0.04,0.17) 0.12 (0.06,0.19)
-0.53 (-0.64,-0.44) -0.47 (-0.59,-0.33)
Table B.2: Parameter Estimates in the Full Model versus Model with Subsam-
pling
A comparison of parameter estimates between the full model and the model with subsampling.
We include parameter estimates and interval widths. We highlight the intervals that overlap
in gray.
Next, we consider customer rankings between the two models. We look at the
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selections of the six models of the top customers that would have the strongest reaction
(or the highest propensity to buy) after receiving a marketing action. We see that
even though our model does not select the largest number of correct customers in
every case, our model and the subsampled model consistently produce similar results
across all the cases.
Number of Customers Top 50 Top 100 Top 150
full model 10 44 108
subsampled model 8 40 106
case-deletion 13 55 96
nearest-neighbor 12 51 94
Table B.3: Rank Ordering Customers in the Full Model versus Model with
Subsampling
Each model produces its own rank ordering of customers in terms of strongest propensity
to visit in response to a marketing action (ωi1) in the setting where the propensity to visit
in response to a marketing action, ωi1, is correlated with missingness (δi). For each of the
methods, we first select the top 100 customers that would have the strongest propensity to
visit in response to a marketing action. We compared each model’s selection to the originally
generated top 100 customers with the highest response to see how many were correctly
chosen.
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